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A READING OF
SOPHOCLES'

ANTIGONE: I

SethBenardete

1 (1). 1.1.* Antigone meets Ismene outside the gates of the royal

palace. She usurps for the planning of her crime the place Creon had

designated for his own meeting with the elders (33). As they converse

without any chance of being overheard (19), they must be imagined to meet

in semidarkness, before anyone has set out for work (cf. 253). The

Chorus, at any rate, wiU greet the sun as though it has just come up

(100); and it is still early enough for them to convene at the palace

without attracting undue notice (164). In this semidarkness Antigone

introduces the theme of the play with her manner of addressing

Ismene. "O my very own sister's common head of
Ismene."

The "head of

Ismene,"

which
"common"

characterizes, is not held in common.1

Antigone appeals to that part of Ismene that most distinguishes her from

everyone else (cf. O.C. 320-1, 555-6), and which makes her individually
lovable (cf. 764), at the same time that she insists on the togetherness of

Ismene and herself. The link between "head of
Ismene"

and
"common"

is supphed by avxddeXcpov. Antigone recognizes Ismene's head as a

sister's head, and not just because she loves some girl called Ismene, no

matter what her genealogy, does she address her in this way. Antigone's

love for Ismene as a person is mediated through Ismene's kinship with

herself; and not only mediated through, but identified with, that kinship;

for Ismene's head is avxddeXcpov, nothing but a sister's. Ismene is herself

* The text used is Pearson's OCT except where otherwise indicated. I have myself,

however, not always accepted his readings wherever I am silent, for if I did not see

any connection between the reading chosen and my interpretation of the passage, I

have passed over my own preference.

Each line or group of lines interpreted is given a section number, with the line

numbers in parentheses after it. Each paragraph of every section is numbered as well

for ease of cross-reference.

1 Nauck recognized the peculiarity of xoivdv but not its significance: only if

'Iap.r)vqg xaoa were the same as Oidlnov xixvov would xoivdv be in order. In

xoivdv lurks the incest of Oedipus; cf. OT 261-2, OC 533, 535. It is no doubt

accidental that the periphrasis 'head of
X'

occurs only in
Sophocles'

Oedipus plays

(Euripides has it only thrice: Tr 661, He 676-7, Cy 438), but it seems more

significant that in the vocative the phrase is restricted in classical poetry to Ant 1

and OT 40 (Oedipus), 950 (Iocasta), 1207 (Oedipus). Eur. Or 476 is very different:

Zr\vbg 6fi6XexxQOV xaqa (Tyndarus); cf. Or 1380. The normal usage is either

the person's name in the vocative followed by
"head"

with a qualifying adjective or

an adjective plus
"head"

by itself.
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in being a sister. Only if Ismene acknowledges herself to be nothing but

a sister to Antigone and Polynices wiU Antigone continue to love her.

Ismene the individual, with such and such bodUy characteristics, is

loved because she belongs to the same fanuly as Antigone. Her distinc

tiveness merely signifies for Antigone her membership in the fanuly
that Antigone loves unreservedly. Ismene can, therefore, be readUy

sacrificed for the sake of her fanuly, particularly as the semidarkness

in which she and Antigone meet partly conceals her distinctiveness

along with the reasons for it.

1.2. One cannot help wondering, in hght of the body, the soul,

and the self that necessarUy are of importance in a play about burial,

whether Antigone's virtual identification of Ismene as her self with

Ismene as a relation does not foreshadow Antigone's understanding

of what is involved in her burying Polynices.

1.3. Antigone refers twice more to someone's head:
Eteocles'

and

Polynices'

(899, 915), each of whom she caUs xaalyvnxov xaqa. That

Eteocles and Polynices are dead in no way changes Antigone's manner

of address. Her brothers keep in death their individual loveableness.

1.4. avxddeXcpog also occurs twice more, once by Antigone (503),

and once by Haemon (696), and both times of Antigone's burying
of Polynices. The substantival use of avxddeXcpog indicates that Antigone

dared to bury Polynices solely because he was her brother, and that

Polynices the enemy of Thebes had no part in her daring (cf. 15.3).

1.5. Words compounded with avx are particularly frequent in this

play:
2
avdadia (1028), avxddeXcpog, avxoyevvnxog (864), avxdyvcoxog

(875), avxoxxoveco (56), avxdvofiog (821), avxdnQe/ivog (714), avxovqydg

(52), avxdcpwQog (51), avxd%eiq (306, 900, 1315). Of these Antigone

uses three: avxddeXcpog of her three siblings, avxoyevvnxog of the incest

of her mother, and avxd%eiq of her performing the funeral rites for

her parents and brothers with her own hand.

2 (2-10). 2.1. Antigone's use of a verb of awareness (dnwna)

in talking about herself reveals her kinship with her father. She says

that there is nothing painful, shameful, or dishonorable that she has

not seen. She does not say, as Ismene's phrase (16-7) suggests that she

could have, that she has full knowledge of every possible evU and

suffers accordingly. She does not speak of suffering
(*

ov

instead of ovx
oticoti).3 If she had, she would have admitted that she

shares in Ismene's sorrows, and that her suffering is not just her own.

But in spite of xoivdv in the first line and her use of the dual for

2 For the meaning of such compounds see F. Sommer, Zur Geschichte der

griechischen Nominalkomposita, 83-6.

3 Cf. the imitation in Dio Cassius 62.3.2 (cited by Bruhn): xi [iiv yao ov xcbv

alo%ioxct>v,
rid'

ov x&v SXylaxmv nendyQa/xev ; and El 761-3 (3>v omarf iym xaxcbv),

where seeing is opposed to hearing.
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Ismene and herself (vcov), she nevertheless distinguishes between Ismene's

evils and her own (xdiv o&v xe xajxcov). Their evUs are distinct from

the start (cf. 31-2).

2.2. Antigone distinguishes between the evils from Oedipus that

Zeus has fuUy brought to completion for Ismene and
herself,4

and those

evils set in motion by their enemies (Creon) that are approaching their

friends (Polynices).5 The evUs that await Polynices do not belong to

Antigone and Ismene, nor is Zeus the cause of them. There cannot

be anything painful or disgraceful in Creon's decree, since Zeus faUed

to inflict no evU that could possibly arise from Oedipus, and Antigone

has seen every disgrace and pain there could be as already among

the evils that are Ismene's and her own. Antigone's actions, however,

evidendy belie any separation between
Polynices'

evUs and her own

(cf. 48); but she has to admit, even if only tacitly, that there is a

difference between them, and that to count
Polynices'

evUs as her own

is to enlarge the domain of her own (cf. 238, 437-9).

2.3. Antigone moves in this speech from the evUs that because of

their single origin in Oedipus belong jointly to Ismene and herself,

the stUl living offspring of Oedipus, to the two sets of evUs that she

observes as belonging severaUy to Ismene and herseh, and from these

to evils (the only xaxd without the article) that threaten Polynices.

The central xaxd, in separating Antigone's and Ismene's evUs, point

to Antigone's subsequent shaking off of her living connection with

Ismene and her joining her fate with the dead Polynices.6

2.4. Antigone does not consider Creon's decree as one of the evils

that are from Oedipus. (She never again refers to Oedipus by name.)

She is not aware of any connection between
Polynices'

being deprived

of burial and his being the son of Oedipus. She is able to keep them

apart because she altogether disregards here and throughout the play

the war that has just occurred. Her only reference to it is oblique:

she caUs Creon the general (8). By suppressing any direct mention of

4 Boeckh's reason for taking vwv Ixi t,dioaiv as genitive rather than dative

convinces me that it is dative: "derm der Zusatz exi <6oaiv ware nichtig, weil ihren,

waren sie todt, nicht leicht Uebel begegnen
konnten"

(209); cf. 925-6.

5 So the scholium; Schneidewin-Nauck, Wolff-Bellermann, Miiller; Jebb's inter

pretation the enemies are all the Argives left unburied rests on a misunder

standing of 1080-3 (cf. 55.5). The apparent redundancy of xcbv ixOQ&v xaxd,

to which J. H. Kells objects (BICS 1963, 40-53), if Antigone means that their

enemies inflict evils, is only apparent; for Ismene does not know that Creon is their

enemy, and Antigone would hardly admit that Zeus is their enemy, despite his

having inflicted evils on them. In light, however, of 23 and 79 xcov ixOgcov

should not be taken as a generalizing plural, any more than xovg cplXovg in light

of 75 and 89 should be taken as referring exclusively to Polynices.

6 The importance of triads of every kind in Sophocles was cursorily treated by
H. St. John Thackeray (Proc. British Academy XVI, 1931).
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the war, she suppresses as weU the rivalry of Eteocles and Polynices

for the throne of Oedipus. Her sUence about the war and the cause of

the war thus leads to her sUence about three things: that Polynices

was killed in the war and did not just die in some miserable way (26);
that Polynices attacked and Eteocles defended Thebes; and that Eteocles

and Polynices kUled one another. We learn of aU this from Ismene, the

Chorus, or Creon but never from Antigone. Antigone abstracts from

everything except the fact that Polynices lies unburied.7

3 (11-17). 3.1. Ismene at once thinks of pleasure and happiness

as weU as of pain and disaster (13, 17). She does not speak of dishonor

and shame. Creon, who thinks solely of honor and dishonor (cf. 4.5)
he never uses aXyog or any of its derivatives stands at one extreme,

and Ismene, who speaks solely of pleasure and pain, stands at the other,

wltile Antigone, who speaks of and acts on both principles, occupies

the center, where pain and pleasure, honor and dishonor, meet.

3.2. In spite of what Antigone says, Ismene does not preclude the

possibUity of a change for the better in her circumstances. But Antigone

cannot conceive, especiaUy with her knowledge of Creon's decree, of

an open future. That Ismene and herself are stiU alive (exi cboaiv)
does not carry with it any hope.

3.3. Ismene says that she and Antigone have been deprived of

their two brothers. They are from now on without any brother (58).

To have a brother means to have a living brother (cf. 48.7). Death

puts an end to any relationship that obtains on
earth.8 Ismene can

only refer to her brothers in the past tense (55; cf. 1.3). Antigone

must remind her that the corpse she is asked to help bury is her brother

(not just her brother's), even if she does not wish it to be (43-6).9

3.4. axeqeoi occurs twice more. The Chorus ask Creon whether he

wiU deprive his son of Antigone (574); and Creon says that Antigone

wiU be deprived of her sojourn on earth (890). Death, then, in aU three

cases, seems to entaU an unqualified loss (cf. 575). But Haemon is not

totaUy deprived of his bride; the messenger, at any rate, says that he

obtained in
Hades'

house the marriage rites (1240-1). Haemon's loss is

thus (at least metaphoricaUy) qualified. Ismene then might be mistaken

as to whether she ceases to have her brothers with their death. The

question of body, soul, and self would once again be decisive (cf. 1.2).

Antigone's loss, however, of a sojourn on earth is absolute and does

not admit of any qualifications (cf. 46.6; 47.4).

t Antigone reports that Creon intends to announce his decree to those who have

no knowledge of it (33); she, no more perhaps than those from whom she heard it,

has any suspicion of, or any interest in, the political reasons for Creon's convocation

of the Chorus.

8 Cf. PI. Lgs. 959c2-dl.

9 Cf. schol. 45: x&v ftij ngocmoifj avxdv elvai adv adeXcpdv
&XX'

dXXoxoiotg aavxijv

rrJG ovyysvetac. iycb Bdyico xdv i/tdv xai adv adeXcpdv.
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4 (21-36). 4.1. Antigone's presentation of Creon's decree must be

compared with Creon's own presentation to the Chorus (194-201). Both

begin the same way ('ExeoxXea fiev), but after that they diverge.

Antigone replaces Creon's explanation for his honoring Eteocles he

died fighting on behalf of his country and proved to be the
best warrior

with what she ironicaUy calls Creon's just use of law and
justice.10

She thereby suppresses any mention of the war and the city, about

which it would have been difficult to be ironical. Antigone never casts

doubt on patriotism. Creon hid Eteocles, she then says, below the earth

endowed with honor among the dead below. Creon, however, says that

he had ordered Eteocles to be hidden in a grave and sanctified with

everything that goes below for the best dead. Antigone disregards aU

the rites that accord honor to Eteocles among the dead; but Creon

connects or confuses through his mention of the rites the exceUence of

Eteocles in war with the exceUence of Eteocles among the dead. Antigone

must separate the honor of Eteocles among the dead from whatever

honor he would have obtained if he had hved; but Creon must hold

them together (cf. 209-10). The city must for him keep itseh intact

below.
"Below"

therefore cannot be more exactly determined; it is only

an extension in depth of Thebes. For Antigone, however, who with

Ismene (65) alone specifies that below means below the earth (cf. 26.2),

burial means a removal from Thebes and its concerns. The city is

restricted to the surface of the earth.

4.2. The word for the dead below is the plural of the word for

corpse, so much is it taken for granted that corpses are buried and

so little does the language itseh indicate what the condition might be

of the buried dead.

4.3. Antigone says that Creon forbade the burial of
Polynices'

corpse; Creon says that the burial of Polynices is forbidden. Antigone

seems to separate Polynices from his corpse; Creon, in order to justify
his vindictiveness, seems to identify them; but Antigone speaks of the

haplessly dead corpse of Polynices, as though his corpse and not Polynices

had suffered and died. It is not enough to say that she speaks by

enaUage, nor that there is a reminiscence of the Homeric expression

vexvcov xaxaxedvncoxcov. If one unscrambles the phrase, the pathos and

the point both equally disappear. She does not mean "the corpse of

the haplessly kiUed
Polynices,"

for she is not out to vindicate
Polynices'

death. Jebb's translation, "the hapless corpse of
Polynices"

is right, but

only if one adds that
"hapless"

properly refers to the living. Antigone

10 Line 24 seems to be hopeless; but I should suggest, in light of Thucydides 5.18.4

(dixalcp xQriodcov xai Sgxoigi): %or\oQ(ov dtxalcp xai v6/j.cp as Antigone's paren

thetical comment on ihg Xiyovoi avv dixn. For the coordination of dtxaiov (dlxrj)

and vdfiog see the passages collected by R. Hirzel, Themis, Dike und Verwandtes,

164 n.l.
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must speak catachresticaUy, for neither she nor anyone else in the play
ever explains why, apart from the law, a corpse must be buried. No

one says that there are living souls in Hades (cf. El. 841, 1418-9), whose
admittance there depends on the burial of corpses here.11 No one speaks

of this kind of separation of body and soul (cf. El. 245-50). In the

absence of any such account, Antigone attributes everything that belongs

to Polynices to his corpse. His corpse is in and of itself the object of

her care.

4.4. Antigone says xaXvrpai, as she had said exovxpe before, and

Creon says xxeoieiv, as he had said dcpayviaai before. Antigone is

vague where Creon is precise about the rites to be denied Polynices.

She omits those aspects of ritual that are not connected with the

mourner's sorrow (cf. 3.1). Both say /iijde (xe) xmxvaai xiva, but

whereas Creon says Polynices is to be left unburied, Antigone adds

that he is to go unwept. Perhaps Creon omits the prohibition against

weeping because, unlike ritual lamentation (xcoxvaai), it is almost im

possible to regulate (cf. H 427; PI. Lgs. 959e7-960a2; Cicero in Pisonem

8.18).

4.5. Antigone says the proclamation was made to the townspeople,
Creon to this city (cf. 7). It seems to mark a great change in Antigone

when she finaUy calls the Thebans citizens (806, cf. 79, 907, 30.2).

4.6. Antigone says Polynices is to be left for the birds, Creon says

for the birds and dogs; and according to the messenger, who is altogether

truthful (1192-3), he was torn apart by dogs alone (1198, cf. 1017,
17.3). Antigone says that

Polynices'

corpse has been left to be for the

birds as a sweet treasure-trove whenever they descry him to feed on

at their pleasure.12 Creon says that the body is to be left to be eaten

by birds and dogs and seen disgraced in its mangling. For Creon the

seeing is done by men, for Antigone by birds; hence Creon considers

the disgrace and Antigone the pleasure. For Creon the eating of Polynices

is like the burying of Eteocles: a manner of showing honor or dishonor

for what the dead stood for. But for Antigone, who sympathetically

enters into the
birds'

perspective, the eating like the burying is a trait

that belongs to the corpse itself. The sweet treasure-trove that is Polynices

indicates the preciousness of Polynices even though dead.13 Antigone

11 Cf. M. Pohlenz, Die Griechische Tragbdie, 195. Aeschines, in commenting on

the law that absolves a son whose father has sold him for purposes of prostitution

from taking care of his father but still enjoins him to bury him with the customary

rites, says that this prevents the father from profiting while alive, and when dead,

rjvlxa 6 fiev evegyexov/tevog ovx aloddvexai xcav eS naa%ei, xijxaxai di 6 v6/iog xai

xo Oeiov (1.14).

i2 For the feeling expressed in Orjaavgdg see Eur. EI. 565; PI. Lgs. 931a4-5;

naxrjQ oBv oxcp xai firjxr]Q ij rcrdrcov naxiqeg rj /inxiQeg iv olxta xslvxai xeifitfXwi

dmsiQ7)x6xeg yriQq.

is Compare
Philoctetes'

address to the birds no longer afraid of his bow:
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can maintain his preciousness because she does not contemplate his

consumption. He is an inexhaustible find for the birds. The corpse as

corpse does not disgust her (cf. PI. Rep. 439e7-440a, Xen. Cyrop.

1.4.24). On her second visit to the putrescent corpse, when the guards

have retired to a hiUtop to avoid its stench (411-2), she pays no attention

to the stench.

4.7. Nonadverbial %dqig occurs twice more: the guard says he owes

much gratitude to the gods for saving his life (331), and Creon asks

Antigone how she can honor Polynices with a grace that his brother

finds impious (514). The guard's %dqig is in exchange for a favor

received, and the favor Antigone renders Polynices is at least partly in

exchange for the loving reception she wiU receive after her death

(cf. 9.4); but the favor
Polynices'

corpse renders the birds is without

reciprocity. Perhaps this selfless generosity of Polynices makes Antigone

dweU so lovingly upon it, for in revealing a preciousness in his corpse

that seems not to be in its nature to have, it cancels out any defects

Polynices might have had when alive (cf. 15.3). Antigone might thus

regard the burial of Polynices as a way of showing favor to what in

itself, even apart from the law, deserves to be favored. She might then

come a second time in order to feed her eyes on the corpse that she

thinks of as fuU of grace (cf. 28.1).

4.8. For Antigone's calling Creon the good Creon, see 17.5.

4.9. Antigone says that the punishment for disobedience is death

by pubhc stoning. Creon does not mention the punishment; and indeed

Antigone is not punished in that way (cf. 14.1, 43.1).

5 (37-8). 5.1. Antigone lays down a challenge for Ismene, who

is to show whether she was born noble or base from noble parents.

Antigone disregards the incestuous marriage of her parents. They were

noble, and nothing prevents their offspring from being noble; rather, it is

to be expected that blood will
tell.14 Not until her own death is very near

does Antigone admit that the incest of her parents has been the source

of the most painful concern for her (857-66).

6 (39-40). 6.1. Ismene calls Antigone daring (cf. 42, 47). xaXaicpocov

occurs twice more, both times in Antigone's mouth of herself (866, 876).

ioMExe, vvv xaXov dvxlcpovov xoqioai ngdg xdoiv i/idg aagxog aloXag (1155-7). xaXov

shows that Philoctetes does not wholly regard his own consumption with horror.

aagxdg aldXag is not "discolored
flesh"

(for which, see E 354) but "gleaming/

brilliant flesh"; one is to think of
Patroclus'

dgyixi drj/icp (A 818) and Homer's own

arrjQeoi najxcpalvovxag (A 100; cf. E 295; Soph. Tr. 94-5), which is not merely

sardonic (cf. X 73; Tyrt. fr. 7, 21-8). Andromache's lament for Hector

aldXoi evXai edovxat (X 509; cf. M 208) also contributed to
Philoctetes'

expression.

14 Cf. Xen. Mem. 4.4.23: ra&s o$v, icpri ['Inniag, xaxcog oSxoi [yovelg xai

natdeg xexvojioiovvxai, ovg ye ovdev xcoXvei dyadovg avxovg Svxag i dyaBdiv xexv-

oTioiEiodai.
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She first caUs herself xaXalcpqwv because she was born from incestuous

parents, and then because she is going to her death unwept for, without

friends, and unmarried. Her origin and her fate equaUy constitute her

wretchedness. Ismene calls Antigone i xaXalcpqwv apparently because

Antigone seems to believe that in the circumstances there is somehow

room for their doing something that would reveal their nobihty or

baseness. Perhaps she implies as weU that there is something strange

for the offspring of an incestuous marriage to talk of nobility at aU.

Whom Antigone came from, what she dares to do, and what she suffers

might be all of a piece. Her daring might have the same source as

her wretchedness. She might be both daring and wretched by birth.

7 (41-8). 7.1. Antigone asks whether Ismene would help her in

lifting up the corpse, plainly to wash and dress it, as would be customary
(cf. 1201); but Ismene's refusal to help compels her to abandon the

thought of giving Polynices aU the rites she gave Eteocles and her

parents (901). Her faUure, then, to stress the rites in reporting Creon's

decree seems to anticipate her faUure to perform them.

7.2. Antigone teUs Ismene that no prohibition can alter the fact

that the corpse is their brother; and that as the corpse does not belong
to the city, it cannot be concerned with the prohibition. Despite the

special care Creon is taking, so that no one will be uninformed about

his decree (31-5), only Antigone and Ismene wiUy-niUy are involved.

If Antigone acts so as not to be convicted of treachery to her own,

that cannot make her a traitor to the city.

7.3. Ismene asks Antigone whether Creon's prohibition does not

daunt her; and Antigone replies that as Creon has no share in her own,

he cannot keep her from her own (cf. 2.2). If Ismene had said, as

she does later, that it is a prohibition of the citizens (79), would

Antigone have given the same answer? She does not in the dispute

that foUows argue against Ismene's identification of Creon and the

citizens; indeed, she later accepts it (907). Whether the city is competent

or not to determine who should receive burial proves not to be the

issue between the two sisters.

8 (49-68). 8.1. Ismene's speech is in three parts. The first gives

an account of the fate of their father, mother, and brothers (49-57);

the second matches that triad with three reasons for certain faUure if

they go against Creon's decree (58-64); and the third gives the conclusion

that Ismene has drawn for herself (65-8). What holds the three parts

together is Ismene's triple appeal to reasonableness and prudence:

(pqdvnaov (49), ivvoelv %qr\ (61), ovx e%ei vovv ovdeva (68). Her

central thought, and what occupies the center of her speech, is that

she and Antigone are the sole survivors of their famUy (cf. 548, 566).

They alone can continue it. Antigone starts from the same premise

but concludes differently. As they are the only living members of

their fanuly (3, cf. 3.2), they must join them. Ismene sees the farruly
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as a succession of generations it is she who first mentions Haemon

(568). Antigone sees their copresence in Hades (73-76; cf. 892-94,

897-99).
Oedipus'

confusion of generations (53), so that succession is

replaced by togetherness, finds its proper extension in Antigone's refusal

to think of any future apart from the dead. Her name, whose meaning

"generated in place of
another"

bears witness to
succession,15

proves

to mean antigeneration.

8.2.
Oedipus'

self-discovery of, and self-punishment for, his crimes,

Jocasta's suicide by hanging, and their
sons'

mutual fratricide are

balanced in the play by Creon's acknowledgment of his crime, Eurydice's

suicide, and Haemon's. The figure that links the two groups is Antigone,

whose suicide by hanging recaUs her mother's, occasions those of

Haemon and Eurydice, and brings home to Creon his crime.

8.3. The only historical present Ismene employs in this speech is to

describe Jocasta's suicide: Jocasta "treats hfe in a despiteful
way."

Her

outrage against life was due perhaps to a revulsion against generation.

Her daughter, at any rate, embodies such a revulsion (cf. 50.3).

8.4. Ismene gives a threefold account of what their transgression

would consist in if they buried Polynices: "if we despite the law shaU

transgress the decree or powerful authority of
tyrants." 16

Law, decree,
and power seem to be identified. The confusion of law and decree

tends to be a democratic assumption (cf. Th. 3.37.3-4; Arist. Pol.

1292a4-37);
17 but the confusion of law and power is tyrannical. If,

however, one foUows Plato's Thrasymachus, the identification of aU

three is a necessary consequence of asserting that justice is the advantage

of the stronger. That Ismene is indifferent to the differences among

them shows that she has no illusions about the foundations of the city.

8.5. There are two other reasons that, according to Ismene, should

give Antigone pause. The first is that they were born women and

hence are not fit to fight men; and the second is that they are ruled

by those who are stronger, who may cause them to submit to still more

painful things. Ismene does not reckon Creon's decree as the most

painful thing. ExUe, slavery, or death, if imposed without their committing

any crime, might be more painful. Their future can be better or worse

(cf. 3.2).

8.6. Antigone sets herself in opposition to Ismene's understanding

of law, nature, and strength. Against the city's law she pleads a higher

law; she shows herself, though not perhaps in Ismene's sense, as strong

as or stronger than Creon; and as to her being by nature a woman

15 Cf. Wilamowitz, Aischylos Interpretationen, 92 n.3.

16 Schneidewin as an alternative gives the correct interpretation of the tj: "Doch

kann Ismene auch meinen, nenn du esyijcpog oder xodrtj, gesetzmaBige Verordnung
oder Gebot des

Machthabers."

17 Cf. K. J. Dover, JHS 1955, 17-20.
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she is eloquently sUent. She never uses the word yvvrj, though it occurs

eighteen times in the play, nor any of the foUowing cognate words (whose
frequencies are shown in parenthesis): ylvog (7), ylyvofiai (6), yeved

(3), yovr\ (3), yevvnfia (2), ydvog (2), yheBXov (1). Only thrice does

she use words compounded with the root yev- : evyevrjg the nobUity

to be tested of Ismene (38), avxoydvvnxog the incest of her mother (864),
and nqoyevrjg the gods who are her ancestors (938). Between divine

birth in the distant past and possible proof of being weU-born in the

immediate future lies the marriage of her mother with him to whom

she had given birth. The suppression of that link between the future

and the past is Antigone's own name and nature as antigeneration, out

of which comes the paradoxical ground of her actions. She as fuUy
acknowledges consanguinity as she denies generation (cf. l.l).18

8.7. Ismene is not impressed by the need to bury Polynices; for

she believes that those beneath the earth wiU grant her pardon if, when

she asks them, she cites the triple constraint of law, nature, and

strength (cf. Th. 4.98.6). Ismene does not expect her argument to

soften Antigone, but she does expect it to soften rovg vnd yfiovdg.

Her appeal over the head of Antigone's intransigence to Polynices and

the nether gods forces Antigone to give the first of her three major

defenses (69-77, 450-70, 905-15). If the obhgation to bury one's own

is not absolute, Antigone is planning to do what is superfluous (neqiaad

nqaddew)

9 (69-77). 9.1. Antigone begins very severely. She wiU no longer

accept Ismene's help should Ismene later change her mind. If remorse

overtakes her, Antigone wiU not grant her pardon. We do not know

as yet whether Antigone's denial of repentance has the
gods'

sanction;

but that Creon's remorse, which foUows so quickly on his reiteration

of his intransigence, does not alter the truth of
Tiresias'

prophecy,

would seem to confirm Antigone's rejection of Ismene. One apparent

defect in the plot of Antigone, that if Creon had submitted at once

to Tiresias, the suicides of Antigone, Heamon, and Eurydice would

have been averted, seems in fact to argue for the
gods'

agreement with

Antigone. As soon as Creon issues his decree he already is too late.

The irrelevance of time makes known the eternal presence of the gods.

9.2. A story in Herodotus illustrates this (6.86). A Milesian who

had heard of the justice of a Spartan and knew the stability of his

country requested that he hold in safekeeping one-half of his wealth; but

when the
MUesians'

sons came much later to ask for the sum deposited,

is The strongest evidence of the genuineness of the ending of
Aeschylus'

Septem

(at least most of it) is the contrast between the Chorus of maidens and Antigone and

Ismene as mature women; for
Sophocles'

invention mainly consists in unsexing

Antigone and giving her the attributes of
Aeschylus'

Eteocles; see S. Benardete,
Wiener Studien 1967, 22-30.
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the Spartan denied that he had it; he decided, however, to ask the

Delphic oracle what he should do, and the oracle threatened the complete

disappearance of his race; whereupon the Spartan begged the god for

pardon, to which the oracle replied: "To make trial of the god and to

act are
equivalent"

(rj de IJvdirj \ecpr} \xd neiq-ndfjvai xov deov xai xd

noifjaat, 'iaov dvvaada). If the story seems to explain the inevitabihty
of Creon's punishment, it stUl remains doubtful whether Antigone justly
extends the principle to include Ismene, whose constrained faUure to

comply with divine law is not the same as Creon's wilful obstruction of it.

This doubt is the first indication we have that Ismene stands next to

Antigone as the most important figure in the play. That Antigone in

her last speech tacitly denies her very existence only stresses her

importance (941, cf. 599-600).

9.3. Antigone invokes the noble (xaXov), the dear (cpiXov), and the

holy (ooiov) in her defense. Antigone does not say that once she has

buried Polynices it is fair and noble for her to die or be kiUed, but that it

is fair or noble in doing it (xovxo noiovarf) to die. Antigone borrows the

language appropriate to the patriotic soldier whose dying on behalf of his

country coincides with his fighting (cf. 194-5; Ai. 1310-12). With her

task accomphshed, it may be good, or as she later says, gainful, for her

to die (461-4); but for it to be noble, there must be a necessary connection

between the burial of one's own and one's own death. Antigone must

imagine her act of burying as an act of fighting. What shows that she

does so is her saying data navovqyqaaaa. To do the holy things

(data dqdv) means to avoid committing any offense against the holy
things not to profane a holy place, for example; it does not mean to

go out of one's way to perform some pious deed (cf. 256,
1349).19 It is

not enough, then, to translate Antigone's phrase paradoxically as "by my

criminal
piety,"

but one must be even more literal: "having stopped at

nothing in the performance of holy
things"

(cf. 300-1). Antigone thus

transforms the ordinariness of burying into something much more akin

to the risking of one's life in battle. Creon surely makes that transfor

mation possible; but one wonders whether Antigone does not need

Creon in order to be what she is.

9.4. It is not easy to say how Antigone understands the connection

between her saying that it is noble to die in this way and that she wiU he

dear with him who is dear. Does this mutual dearness foUow from the

nobility of her death, her death simply, or her piety? Antigone seems

to supply the missing connection herself: "since it is for a longer time

that I must please those below than those here, for there I shaU always

19 Cf. E. Fraenkel, Ag., vol. 2, 355; K. Latte, Kleine Schriften, 337. For the

difference between Antigone's phrase and Saia doav see Thucydides 1.71.1, where

the Corinthians distinguish the performance of justice from the abstention from

hurting others; such a distinction does not normally exist in sacred matters; cf.

Xen. Mem. 4.4.11.
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he."

The supposed connection, however, makes for a new
perplexity.20

Antigone does not say that she must please those below because her act

of piety wiU please them forever, but because she wiU he with them

forever. She combines the pious proposition that she please those below

more because what they demand is holy with the hope that she wiU be

in loving communion with them for a longer time. She omits from the

pious proposition "more because what they demand is
holy,"

and re

places it by "for a longer
time"

that properly belongs to her hope. The

holy thus turns into a means for making herself dear; but it can only be

such a means through Creon's decree. Creon is essential to Antigone's

obtaining something for herself in nobly devoting herself to another.

The holy entirely resolves the usual tension between the noble and the

dear.

9.5. The word cptXog is ambiguous.21 It can mean dear as a friend

is dear, or it can mean dear as one's own is dear. Antigone seems here

to use the word in both meanings at once. She wiU he with those who

love her through what she does for them, and she wiU he with those

who already love her. She must first, to rejoin her own, acquire them as

friends. Antigone proves her right to be by deed what she already is by
birth. She reconstitutes the fanuly as something into which one freely
enters. The love of her own almost becomes a matter of choice. It is this

to which Antigone partly owes her awesome uncanniness (376).

9.6. Antigone's xeiaoyiai is as extraordinary as her data navovq-

yrjoaaa. She wiU not live but he with Polynices; and
"he"

suggests

"lie dead and
buried."

Antigone's imagination does not go beyond the

grave (cf. 4.2). She does not animate the dead, but thinks of their state

as no different from corpses (cf. 4.3). If, however, one transposes the

relation between Antigone and Polynices into a living one, Antigone then

seems to be speaking the language of lovers: "I shall lie asleep, dear

as I shaU be, with him who is dear to
me"

(cf. Aesch. Ch. 894-5). Per

haps neither of these extremes exactly defines the way in which Antigone

herself understands what she says, but it cannot be accidental that in her

case the language of incest should coincide with the language of the

grave.

9.7. Antigone mentions the gods last (Ismene never does) and the

things they hold in honor. The noble, the dear, and the holy probably

make up together xd xwv Betov evxifia ; but if they are severaUy assigned

to men, the dead, and the gods, one could say that Antigone's nobihty

draws the eyes of men (cf. 502-4), her dearness elicits the love of the

20 Cf. R. E. Wycherly, CP 1947, 51-2.

21 On its Homeric usage see E. Benveniste, Le vocabulaire des institutions i-e,

vol. I, 335-53; but his assertion that q>lXog never means one's own cannot be taken

as certain: ndxeo is modified by cplXe but /j.fjxeQ by i/itf.
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dead, and her piety is confirmed by the
gods'

refusal to accept Creon's

remorse. Punishment of the impious is the
gods'

reward for piety

(cf. 927-8).

9.8. In Plato's Euthyphro, Socrates forced Euthyphro to choose be

tween saying that the holy is holy because the gods love it, with the

consequence that the holy loses its unity in the
gods'

contradictory affec

tions, or that the gods love the holy because it is holy, with the conse

quence that the gods are dispensable guides for understanding what it is.

Now in trying to understand Antigone we seem to be caught in a similar

perplexity. Is it because the holy is holy that Antigone does what it

commands, or because the holy just happens to be in accordance with

what she wants to do that it looks as if she is obeying what it commands?

We surely are not now in a position to justify our choosing either answer;
but the parallel with Euthyphro indicates why in part Socrates and Euthy
phro cannot arrive at a satisfactory definition of the holy. The dialogue

wholly fails to consider the relation of the holy to the soul: yivxrj never

occurs.22

Antigone, on the other hand, is concerned with almost no other

question. Antigone supplies what Plato thought it best to omit, and even

perhaps in a way that Plato did mostly approve. Plato, indeed, may have

omitted what he recognized the tragic poet alone could supply.

9.9. In the Philebus, Socrates lists seven occasions on which the

soul by itself experiences a mixture of pleasure and pain: dqyrj, cpdfiog,

nddog, dqfjvog, eqwg, t,f\Xog, cpddvog (47el-2). Were it not for the central

threnos, we should be inclined to call them all passions or affections of

the soul. Threnos, however, is not an affection but the expression of an

affection of the soul. It is, strictly speaking, the Greek equivalent to a

dirge and, more generaUy, any kind of
lamentation.23 In its general sense

it can accompany any of the affections that Socrates lists; indeed, accor

ding to Socrates, comedy too is a kind of threnos (50b1-3, c5). In its

strict sense, however, a threnos is the artful and conventional expres

sion in song of the sorrow one has at a funeral; but no word in Greek

or any other language that I know of names the unexpressed sorrow one

has in the presence of death. That mourning for the dead is primarily the

expression of that mourning (nevdog), that its expression is primarily
artful and

conventional,24

and that the occasion of its expression is

primarily at a funeral all point to the possibUity that certain aspects of

the soul are necessarUy and essentiaUy linked with poetry and convention.

As these aspects only come to hght in poetry and convention, to divorce

them from poetry and convention is to destroy them. And yet to

leave them in (and to) poetry and convention veUs the seeing of them as

22 I owe this insight to Professor Leo Strauss.

23 Cf. E. Reiner, Die Riluelle Totenklage der Griechen, 4-5.
24 Cf., e.g., Aeschines 3.77: nolv nevBfjaai xai xd vo/ii^6fieva noifjaai.
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they are in themselves. Only a very artful poet could, without destroying
them, reveal them as they are in

themselves.25

10 (78-99). 10.1. The thirteen speeches that foUow are mainly con

cerned with the feasibility of Antigone's plan. Ismene says that she is by
nature incapable of acting against the citizens, but that this does not

imply that she holds in contempt xd xwv dewv evxi/ia. Her submission to

Creon is not based on any agreement with Creon; as far as her intention

goes, she is on Antigone's side. According to Antigone, however, Ismene
puts forward her natural inabihty in order to conceal her contempt for

what the gods hold honorable. She herseh wiU proceed to heap up a

tomb for her dearest brother. Antigone's language far outpaces her

ability. The guard reports that the ground around
Polynices'

corpse was

unbroken (249-50); and the tumulus that Creon later has raised for

Polynices is the work of many men (1203-4). Antigone might then be

using loosely one of the many ways of saying that she wiU bury
Polynices; but the intensity of her desire to carry out her conventional

duty tends to restore to the casual usage of everyday its fuU meaning
(cf. 9.6). If she cannot in fact do what she plans to do, her abihty is no

greater than Ismene's, and she must be judged solely on intention. It is

unclear, moreover, whether she succeeds in even a minimal way in

burying Polynices. If she did not finish the rites on her first attempt, she

is prevented by the guards from doing so on the second; and if she did

finish them on her first attempt, it is hard to understand why she returned

(cf. 25.4). There is a further difficulty. If the guards in sweeping away

the dust she had sprinkled on
Polynices'

corpse nullify her act of

burial, as the need to bury him again implies, one must strictiy say that

Antigone's plan fails. Ismene, then, would rightly insist on their own

weakness. If those below look to intention and not to accomplishment

(cf. 9.1, 9.2), Ismene would be guaranteed as loving a reception as

Antigone. Only if they demand that one attempt to do the impossible

would she be inferior in their eyes toAntigone.

10.2. There is a stiU more terrible possibUity: that those below wiU

not even take into account Antigone's daring but wUl condemn her

along with Ismene for her faUure. This possibUity depends on how one

understands the
Athenians'

condemnation of their generals for failing
to pick up the corpses after the battle of Arginusae. Although the

Athenians later repented of their decision, one wonders why the gene

rals'

defense did not at once convince them: that the onset of a storm

foiled their attempt; or, as their advocate puts it, incapacity does not argue

for treachery (Xen. Hell. 1.7.33). What made them go against their

own law, which laid it down that the accused should be tried individuaUy?

25 it is revealing that Plato has his Athenian Stranger use the example of burial

in order to illustrate the advantage a poet claims to have over a legislator in contra

dicting himself (cf. Lgs. 719bl2-e5).
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If intention, then, does not suffice, nor incapacity be a plausible excuse,

when one is dealing with holy things, but only the strictest conformity

to the law is innocence, Antigone's superiority to Ismene would lack

divine sanction. It would be closer tomadness.

10.3. In Oedipus at Colonus, Oedipus profanes the sanctuary of the

Eumenides; and after Theseus grants him
Athens'

protection, the Chorus

ask that Oedipus purify himself for his violation. When the Chorus

have carefuUy explained the ceremony, Oedipus turns to his two daughters

and asks one of them to do it for him, since his lameness and blindness

prevent him: "For I beheve one soul is enough, if it be gracious there,

to pay this debt even for ten
thousand"

(498-9). Ismene assumes the

task and leaves; and the next thing we hear about her is that Creon's

men have captured her (818-9). One may wonder then whether Ismene

ever did get to purify her father. If one grants that she may not have,

and discards the possibihty of
Oedipus'

remaining to the end unpurified,
Oedipus'

intention to be purified would be equivalent to his purification.

If such be the case, Ismene again would merit as much praise for

holiness as Antigone. The extremes of Arginusae and Oedipus at Colonus

show, if nothing else, how hard it is to understand what holds together

the nobihty and the piety of Antigone.

10.4. Ismene is afraid for Antigone, a fear that Antigone takes to

be Ismene's fear for herself and the truth of her natural inability to act

despite the citizens. She bids Ismene to keep upright her own fate.

Tzdxjiog is usuaUy not thought of as something over which mortals have

control (cf. fr. 871), nor is it usual for it, without a qualifying adjective

(cf. Tr. 88), to lose its ordinary sense of evU destiny or death; indeed,
neither usage seems to occur anywhere else in the

tragedians.26 Antigone

uses Tidx/tog twice more, once of the destiny that attends the house of

Labdacus (860), and once of her own death for which no friend mourns

(881). Antigone, then, might be doing more than taunting Ismene for her

cowardice. Ismene need not fear for Antigone because her deed and its

consequences are her fate and nothing can alter it (cf. 235-6); and Ismene

is blind if she supposes that her fate is under her own control and not

simply a part of the doom inherent in her fanuly. If the first of these

implications holds, Antigone would seemingly be choosing her own fate

(cf. 9.5); and if the second holds, Antigone would here betray her

awareness that what she plans, does, and suffers is bound up with who

she is and whence she came (cf. 5.1).

10.5. Ismene begs Antigone not to teU anyone of her plan; and

that she herself will do likewise, will show Antigone, she hopes, that she

is willing to do as much as she can to further her plan; but Antigone

scorns this counsel of prudence and bids her to denounce her to

26 Pindar, however, has several instances of neutral ndx/iog, but none where it is

even remotely under one's own control.
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everyone. Antigone, then, does not have a plan; she only has an inten

tion. Had Ismene taken her at her word, Antigone would have faUed

at her first attempt. She would not have done anything for Polynices.

Antigone seems to regard it as essential that she be caught and as

inessential that she succeed. One thus begins to understand what she meant

by saying that for her to die in burying Polynices, or rather, as we must

now translate, in trying to bury him, is noble (cf. 9.3). That she wUl

stop at nothing does not entaU for her the use of craft. Even so, Antigone

easily gets away with it, which cannot but amaze us, especially after hearing
of Creon's preparations and listening to Ismene's plausible demurral.

10.6. Antigone's indifference to getting caught provokes Ismene into

saying that she has a hot heart for cold things. In the context of the play,

and in hght of
Odysseus'

pun on \pv%rj and ipv%og (x 555), one cannot

help but understand Ismene as saying that Antigone shows aU the

artless intensity of life itself in her devotion to the heartless coldness of

the law about corpses and "dead
souls"

(cf. OC 621-2).27 Ismene now

realizes that Antigone is not just fulfilling the requirements of a law,

compliance with which, she might weU think, does not have to dispense

with cunning (cf. Her. 2.1218 e). A cool head may strictly preclude a

pious heart, but it surely does not check one from the performance of a

holy rite. Antigone's reply as much as admits (dXX') the discrepancy
between the subjective heat in her concern and its objective coldness;

but she reconcUes them by saying that she knows she is pleasing to

those whom she most of aU must please. Her gratifying of the dead

mediates between the law and her passion, for the law seems to be

the formulation of the duties of familial love. If one looks to the bene

ficiaries of the law, its coldness vanishes in their warmth.

10.7. Antigone says that she knows she is pleasing, not that she

wiU be pleasing, to the dead. For the first time she uses the present

tense in speaking of how the dead wiU regard her. Her use of the present

tense can be understood in two ways: either her intention by itself,

regardless of its accomplishment, is enough to please the dead, or, as

Ismene takes it, the present tense reflects the vividness of Antigone's

desire, for, as nothing can possibly frustrate her (navovqyijaaaa) ,
she

imagines the deed already done. Ismene now thinks that the accomplish

ment alone can warrant Antigone's confidence in her pleasing the dead;

and that depends on her ability, which is so much less than what is

needed that only Antigone's love of the impossible can explain her

readiness to try at ah. Antigone does not deny the charge; she merely

says that her efforts wUl come to an end whenever she loses her strength.

Antigone seems to maintain that the attempt is all-important, and that

she does not expect to succeed. Ismene then points to the utter unseem

liness of hunting out the impossible; and at this suggestion that what

27 On the ellipse with yivxeoioi see A.D. Knox, CQ 1931, 208.
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she is doing is ignoble, Antigone turns vindictive: Ismene is certain to

earn the immediate hatred of Antigone and the lasting hatred of Polynices.

The reward for Antigone's attempt and the punishment for Ismene's

abstention equaUy depend on the same principle: those below love or

hate in accordance with one's willingness to go after the impossible. In

loving those who try and faU, they love those who deliberately seek their

own death. Ismene's natural inabihty to commit suicide justifies her

punishment.

10.8. Words with the stem /nrjxav- occur seven times, used thrice by

Ismene, thrice by the Chorus, and once, between the two triads, by Creon.

Ismene says that (1) she is naturaUy without a /inxavij to act despite

the citizens (79), (2) Antigone is in love with things that have no p,r\%avf\

(92), (3) it is unseemly to hunt out things that have no firjxavij (92);
the Chorus say that (1) man prevaUs over the mountain-ranging beast

by firjxavat (349), (2) man contrives his escape from diseases that have

no p,n%avf\ (363), (3) man has in the fnqxavai of his art something wise

beyond hope (365); and Creon says that there is no firjxavrj for knowing
a man's fvxtf, cpqdvrj/ia, and yvw/j,n before he is tested in pubhc affairs

(175). Ismene's triad of impossibles is matched by the
Chorus'

triad of

possibles, for their "device-less
diseases"

means "seemingly device-less
diseases."

The one strictly device-less occasion that confronts man is

death (361-2). Antigone's love, then, of the impossible is her love of

death (cf. 220). Her hot heart for cold things is precisely this eqwg xov

Bavelv ; and this eqwg, in turn, spells out one consequence of the
antigene-

ration of her name.

10.9. Antigone in her love of the impossible and man in his over

coming of the impossible seem to refute Creon's assertion of the

impossibility of knowing a man's soul, temper, and judgment apart from

the exercise of political rule; but if one takes him to mean by extension

that only in confrontation with the city can man be known, Antigone's

artless defiance of the city and artful man's neutrahty to the city (365-70)
suggest that Creon correctly understands the city as the indispensable

touchstone of man. The city somehow stands between the daring for

which only death is a limit and the daring for which only death is its

goal. If, moreover, Antigone's love of the impossible does not just

accidentaUy express itself in an unrealizable attempt to obey the divine

law, but there is some connection between them, the city would stand

between the human that defies the impossible in one sense and the

divine that demands the impossible in another. The city would owe both

its existence and the precariousness of its existence to the impossible

demanded by the gods and the impossible defied by man as man. As the

city cannot be without both of these impossibles, so it cannot submit

itself entirely to either of them. Antigone thus seems to be defending
unreservedly one basis of the city that the city itself cannot afford to

defend unreservedly.
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10.10. In saying that she wiU not suffer anything as terrible as an

ignoble death, Antigone comes close to forgetting her intention, for

she imphes without knowing it that the most terrible thing she could

suffer would not be
Polynices'

lack of burial (cf. 2.2, 8.5). She

transfers the nobihty of her action to the nobUity of her death, as if

only her death could testify to the nobihty of her action (cf. 9.3).

By ignoring Ismene's suggestion that she practice a minimum of guUe

(if guUe is not too strong a word for it), Antigone blurs the issue

between them. The alternative to a noble death is not an ignoble death

but life (cf. 555); and hfe in one of two ways: either to abandon her

intention entirely and ignobly live on, or make an attempt in such a

way as not to get caught. Antigone rejects both ways, but she ironicaUy
calls the rejection of the first way her dvafiovXia when it applies without

any irony to her rejection of the second. Her lack of any plan guarantees

her death even if it also guarantees her faUure to carry out her intention.

10.11. Of the seven occurrences of ndaxeiv, five are in the mouth

of Antigone (96 bis, 236 [guard], 926, 928, 942, 995 [Creon]). She

begins by ordering Ismene to let her suffer "this terrible
thing,"

and

she ends by ordering the Chorus to see what she, who reverenced piety,

suffers at the hands of what sort of men. Her scorn of suffering finally
gives way to her indignation at her suffering. With nadeiv xd deivdv

xovxo she ironicaUy refers to her noble death (xaXwg davelv); but if

she can later be indignant at her suffering, its literal meaning must be

the truth. xaXcog Oaveiv is not the equivalent of nadeiv xd deivdv xovxo,

for death in itself does not admit of nobihty, any more than nobUity

can be of any account (as Antigone knows and Creon does not) when

one is dead (cf. 4.1). One can show nobUity in the action that

precipitates one's death, or if the action accompanies it, even in the

dying itself (cf. 9.3), but not otherwise (cf. Plato Phaedo 118a6-12).

Because Antigone pretends that her action and her death wiU be simulta

neous, she can now hide from herself the knowledge of what it means

for her to die (cf. 36). Her passionate obedience to the law about

burial, which is in keeping with her vivid awareness of what it means

to be dead (cf. 4.5), perhaps even thrives on this self-delusion.

10.12. Ismene ends the stichomythia in the same way that Antigone

had introduced it. Her
dXX'

el doxei aoi echoes Antigone's ool
d'

el

doxel (76); but whereas Antigone's apodosis accused Ismene of

dishonoring what the gods hold in honor, Ismene's apodosis teUs Antigone

to proceed, secure in the knowledge that she is dear to her friends

(Polynices, herself, and their whole famUy). Ismene thus separates what

Antigone must hold together. Ismene sees no connection between the

dearness and the piety of Antigone (cf. 10.3), for she does not think

that madness can fit with piety, however painfuUy it can with dearness.

She seems to forget that there is such a thing as divine madness.

11 (100-61). 11.1. The old men who make up the Chorus are
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the measure of Antigone's peculiar greatness, for she is the only

suffering heroine in extant Greek tragedy who does not have a chorus

of women to console her. Ismene is a token of what such a chorus

would be like; hence it is plain before the Chorus enter that Antigone

does not need the kind of consolation that only women could give.

Antigone alone of
Sophocles'

extant plays lacks the vocative plural of

cpiXog (cf. 45.1).

11.2. As a hymn of patriotic thanksgiving the parodos could not

be bettered; and the same appropriateness holds true for aU that the

Chorus sing. Man's skillful daring, Antigone's fatal madness, Love's

power, Antigone's predecessors in suffering,
Dionysus'

invocation, to

each of these themes the Chorus give the perfect expression. Their

individual perfection is partly due to the
Chorus'

refusal to compromise

with each theme. Each is in turn the whole truth; none is put within

a horizon larger than itself. WhUe the Chorus are thus as extreme in

each case as Antigone or Creon consistently is, their continual shift

in perspective makes them far more moderate than either can be. Their

moderation does not arise from the steadiness with which they adhere

to sober views, but exactly the contrary. The Chorus effortlessly move

from the unlimited power to man (first stasimon) to the unlimited

power of Eros (third stasimon), for they are totaUy persuaded of each

at the moment, and they never give any thought to their reconciliation.

Adaptability, in which moderation to a large extent consists, has never

perhaps been so brilliantly parodied. The last words of the play, that

moderation is the major component in happiness, are as true as they

are empty in the mouth of the Chorus (cf. 65.1). The
Chorus'

lack

of sohdity, then, which paradoxicaUy aUows them to speak profoundly
but thoughdessly, makes it the right Chorus for Antigone, whose speeches

accurately reflect her soul. The law Antigone obeys shines through

Antigone. That her hot heart for cold things is not an accidental con

junction, the Chorus can never understand.

11.3. The threefold mention of Thebes (compare the threefold

mention of her gates and yfj) holds the parodos together: Thebes for

which the sun has never shone more beautifully (102), Thebes joyous

in answer to the joyful presence of Victory (149), and Thebes the

aU-night celebrant whose ruler wiU be Dionysus (153). The parodos

moves from the night whose terrors the sun (note the threefold cpavev,

cpdog, ecpdvQng) has dispeUed to the night that promises forgetfulness

of them. As the first strophe thus corresponds to the last antistrophe,
so the first of the anapaestic systems, which refers to Polynices, his

quarrel with Eteocles, and his marshaled army, corresponds to the

third, which describes the Argive panoplies left behind and the death

of the two brothers; and the first antistrophe, which mentions Hephaestus

and Ares, corresponds to the second strophe, which describes nvqcpdqog

Capaneus and Ares. The second anapaestic system, which is the center
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of the
parodos'

seven parts, is devoted to Zeus, whose lightning punishes

the overboastful (cf. 1350-3). Within this
"ring-composition"

the parodos

also moves from the war itself, over which the gods Hephaestus, Ares,
and Zeus preside, to the victory and its aftermath, which the gods Zeus,

Nike, and Bacchios determine, with ''Aqr\g degidaeiqog effecting the

transition from the first triad to the second. The first triad of Hephaestus,
the fire of the enemy's torches, Ares, the clatter of the enemy's army
in retreat, and Zeus the hurler of lightning against Capaneus, seems

to receive in the second triad their equivalents for triumphant Thebes.

The dancing Bacchios eXeXlxBwv is to lead replaces the thud of

flaxxevwv
Capaneus'

faU (dvxixvna ya) ; the renown Victory /jteyaXwvvpiog
brings replaces the ndxayog "Aqeog, and the trophy of brazen armor

dedicated to Zeus the god of rout replaces the fire of Hephaestus, who

is now to be thought of as ^aAxev? (cf. 52.4).

1 1.4. The
parodos'

movement from dxxlg deXiov to %oqoig 7iavvv%loig

and iXeXlxOwv Bdxxiog paraUels the movement of the play as a whole:

from the time just before dawn to dawn (cf. 1.1), to high noon, when

a sudden dust storm heralds Antigone's return to
Polynices'

corpse (416),
to Antigone's departure from the hght of the sun (808,

879),28 to the
Chorus'

invocation of Dionysus as choregus of the fire-breathing stars,

in whose honor the frenzied Thyiads dance all night (1146-54). The

Chorus seem to sense from the start the way in which the day wiU

unfold; but they owe this prescience entirely to their absorption in the

demands of the moment and not to any insight into the nature of things.

They say everything in one way or another that has to be said about

Antigone, even to the point of duplicating here the rhythm of the playi

but they never understand anything of what they say. They are the

mouthpiece of wisdom without being wise themselves. They thus aUow

Sophocles to be always invisible whUe being always present. If Antigone

finaUy becomes entirely transparent, so that she can be read off as

easily from her surface as from her depths (the first indication of which

is the meaning of her name), Sophocles, on the other hand, remains

throughout opaque, since every manifestation of his wisdom is cut off

from its source. Perhaps, then, the ultimate conflict does not consist

in that between Antigone and Creon, or even between the fanuly and

the city, but between Antigone and Sophocles, of whom one is always

what she shows herself to be, and the other is never what he shows

himself to be (cf. 37.5).

11.5. The parodos has one trait of the kind one usuaUy calls poetic

that shows the
Chorus'

astonishing virtuosity. It characterizes in eleven

different ways the eleven different beings to which a noncoUective proper

name is or can be given. It seems to display every possible degree

or mode of animation. (1) The sun hovers between being a signal for

28 The metrical shape of 808-9 is the same as 100-2.
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the
Argives'

flight and the cause of their flight: it is seen, sees, moves,

and sets in motion; (2) Polynices becomes so fused with the metaphor

of an eagle that the same sentence attributes to him what can only

belong to the eagle; (3) Hephaestus seems to be nothing but a name

for fire (cf. 1007, 1126); (4) Ares, however, is shghtly more than

the clatter of war, for ndxayog "Aqeog is in apposition to dvxmdXov

dvoxEiqio/J-a dqdxovxog ("not an overcoming of its opponent the

serpent"),29

which through the story of the serpent's teeth (cf. 1124-5)

galvanizes Ares into a higher degree of life than a personification can

ever have; (5) Zeus is a fully living anthropomorphic god: he hates,

hears, sees, and strikes down the wicked; (6) the anonymous Capaneus

is something more than human: he is divinely inspired (^axxevwv)

as he blows blasting winds of hatred against Thebes; (7) Ares hke

Polynices is fused with the metaphor of a trace horse, which in turn

is fused with that of a charioteer and warrior, as though Ares were

the moving spirit of noXvdqpiaxog Thebes (149); (8) Zeus who turns the

tide of battle is the god whom one honors with trophies; (9) the

miserable Polynices and Eteocles are entirely human, born from the

same father and mother and sharing a common death; (10) Nike brings,

feels, and shows her feelings of joy; (11) Bacchios who shakes the

earth is the god to whom one prays to be present at the night-long

dances. It is extremely difficult to arrange this series on any scale of

being, for one does not know on what principle the scale should be based.

If, however, one dares to test them against the consistently literal, the

degree, that is, to which the Chorus themselves might subscribe to a

literal reading of their language, the Chorus would admit perhaps that

Polynices and Eteocles (9) are farthest removed from Polynices the

eagle (2); the clatter of Ares (4) from Ares the trace horse, warrior, and

charioteer (7); Zeus the god of rout (8) from Zeus the god of just

punishment (5); Bacchic Capaneus (6) from Bacchios himself (11);

piney Hephaestus (3) from the eye of the golden day (1), and the

victory Capaneus strives to announce (133) from Nike who rejoices in

the joy of Thebes (10). Now in a play whose unstated issue turns on

the being of a corpse (cf. 4.3, 9.6), it cannot but be relevant that

we are presented at the start with such a variety of ways of being

alive, from the poetic Polynices to the prosaic Polynices and Eteocles

(with many shades between), especiaUy if one recalls Antigone's

rj
d'

i/j,r] fvxr) ndXai xeBvnxev (559-60), which plainly upsets any

ordinary understanding of life and death (cf. 44.2).30

11.6. To the Chorus Eteocles is politicaUy negligible, so much so

that they only refer to him anonymously, without even etymologizing

29 On xelQCo/na see E. Fraenkel, Ag. 1326; here, Miiller.

30 There are several other passages that confirm the significance of the ways in

which the Chorus sing here: 487 ( 29.3); 658-9 ( 39.3); 854 ( 46.7); 1007 ( 52.4).
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his name (cf. Aesch. Septem 829-31), and who along with his brother

is pitiable (axvyeqoiv) and nothing more; he surely does not seem to

be one who, as Creon thinks, deserved the aristeia (cf. 4.1). The

Chorus, indeed, never aUude to Eteocles again, any more then they do

to Polynices, neither of whom holds any interest for them, once they

cannot be the immediate cause of anything. Now that they are dead

they are nothing (cf. 3.2). The Chorus therefore do not speak here

of Eteocles as the former ruler of Thebes; Creon is now the king, and

their concern is only for what he wiU devise for the new situation

(155-61). That Creon deliberately convoked them because he knew of

their loyalty to the house of Laius (164-9) makes their sUence aU the

stranger. What, however, somewhat accounts for their sUence about

Eteocles'

aristeia, if not for their sUence about his rule, is that they
ascribe the triumph of Thebes entirely to the

gods.31 Human exceUence

has no place where Zeus and Ares directly participate in battle. To

infer, however, from this that the Chorus hold human effectiveness to

be severely limited by the gods would be mistaken, for the first stasimon

recognizes no limit to man but death. The Chorus, then, have merely

fragments of convictions, each of which lasts just as long as the occasion

that provokes it (cf. 11.2).

11.7. If the Chorus treat Polynices more fuUy than Eteocles, it is

not out of any indignation at his treachery to his country, his impiety
to the gods, or dehberate intent to commit fratricide (cf. 199-202), for

they make aU of the Argive army mdiscriminately guUty of hybris, and

only single out Capaneus for particular obloquy. The lacuna at 112

makes it uncertain, but it would seem that they do not regard Polynices

with hatred. Polynices is simply the leader of the Argives, whose

description thus easUy passes into that of the whole army. Only the

etymologizing of his name particularizes him and makes him somewhat

responsible for the war. The
Chorus'

mUdness, then, about Polynices

and their indifference to Eteocles together suggest that Creon has not

chosen his supporters wisely. And if Creon cannot gauge correctly the

temper of the Chorus, he seems bound to faU wUdly short of the mark

when he has to face Antigone.

12 (162-210). 12.1. Creon's speech falls into three main parts: the

legitimacy of his rule (162-74), the principles of his rule (175-91),

and the first act of his rule (192-206), to which he adds a restatement

of his principles (207-10). Although the theme of the speech is the

polis, which occurs seven times, twice in each main part and once

in the restatement (162, 167, 178, 191, 194, 203, 209), each part has

its own triad on which it turns: the first part turns on the rule of Laius,

Oedipus, and his two sons; the second on man's rpvxij, cpqdvnfia, and

31 Cf. A. Maddalena, Sofocle, vol. I, 55.
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yvtofirj, which only the exercise of political rule can reveal; and the

third on
Polynices'

triple crime, against his country, its gods, and his

brother (cf. 27.1).

12.2. Jebb's mistranslation of the opening of Creon's speech brings

out what one might otherwise have missed: "Sirs, the vessel of our State,

after being tossed on wUd waves, hath once more been safely steadied

by the
gods."

Creon, however, says that the gods shook xd ndXeog

and then righted them (cf. OC 394). He thus seems at once to absolve

Polynices of any guilt for the war and deprive Eteocles of any credit

for the victory. He goes much further than the Chorus did, who only

assigned the victory to the gods, but left the guUt of the Argives intact

(cf. 11.6). Whatever reasoning led Creon to think that the gods were

totaUy responsible
(Oedipus'

curse of his sons perhaps), his aelaavxeg

wqBwaav compels one to reflect when he says four lines later,
r\vlx'

Oldinovg wqBov ndXiv. If Creon aUudes to the plague, it would be

equaUy true to say of Oedipus as of the gods that he shook the city

and righted it again, for he both caused and removed the plague.

If, as might seem more likely, Creon alludes to the Sphinx, one would

have to say that the gods shook the city and Oedipus righted it. Creon,

however, cannot be alluding to either possibihty, for not only does the

imperfect wqBov preclude them both but Creon does not recaU Oedipus

either because of his riddle solving or because of his discovery of his

own crimes. Creon mentions Oedipus solely to establish the legitimacy
of his own accession to the throne through his kinship with him, and

hence his own right to demand the loyalty of the Chorus, who he

knows were always loyal to the royal family. One now sees that Creon's

temporal clause about Oedipus aUows him to gloss over the irregularity
of

Oedipus'

accession as weU as the bearing of his crimes on his
sons'

succession. The balanced phrases xovxo
pevxovx'

afflig suggest that

one is to insert mentaUy some form of line 166 after wqBov ndXiv,

but, as Jebb remarks, this is impossible, as the xai of xdnel must

link
diwXex'

with wqBov. This grammatical peculiarity has the effect

of suppressing any specific mention of the
Chorus'

loyalty to Oedipus;

instead, Oedipus and his sons are lumped together in the phrase xovg

xelvwv naidag, where xelvwv refers to Laius as the father of Oedipus

and Oedipus as the father of Polynices and Eteocles. Oedipus, then,
is used simply as an indispensable transition between Laius and

Oedipus'

sons (cf. 8.6). Creon is forced to adopt such involuted language

because the Chorus could not have been loyal to Oedipus as the legitimate

successor to Laius by birth, but only to Oedipus the solver of the riddle,

whose reward was the throne of Laius and marriage to his own mother.

One can easUy imagine that as soon as
Oedipus'

crimes became known,
and hence his legitimacy was ironicaUy confirmed, the Chorus ceased

to be loyal to him, xelvwv should, but cannot, mean Oedipus and

Jocasta, for only through his sister is Creon entitled to the kingship
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(cf. 486). Creon does everything he can to regularize the royal house

without abandoning the truth entirely. He tries to pretend that succession

is through the male line only, so that the Chorus will not remember,

as if they could ever forget, that Polynices and Eteocles were the offspring
of an incestuous marriage (cf. 5.1). He wants the Chorus to understand

xovg xelvwv naldag as meaning the descendants of Laius and Oedipus,
but he cannot quite bring himself to say that the Chorus was loyal to

Oedipus as
Laius'

son, which alone would have given to x.x.n. the

meaning he needs; nor can he, on the other hand, suppress aU mention

of Oedipus, for he stiU needs him to maintain the fiction of legitimately
normal succession through three generations.

12.3. As Creon must here misrepresent the line of succession, he must

mistakenly describe the
Chorus'

loyalty to the successive occupants of

the throne as loyalty to the royal fanuly, which, as we saw, it could

not have been. He takes their adaptability to circumstances for their

firmness of principle (cf . 1 1 .7). He further does not seem to be aware

that this attempt to bind the Chorus to him does not jibe with his

attempt to be the spokesman for the city as a whole. If he calls the

Chorus together because of their past loyalty to the royal house, he

implies that the city has and had discordant elements within it, some

of which are not and never have been loyal to the Labdacids (cf. 289-92).

His first mention of the city thus gains in significance, xd ndXeog

might be just a periphrasis for the city itself; but, if the city is not a

whole, with a single common interest, xd jidXeog is indistinguishable

from the present monarchical regime, and merely a euphemism for

xd Aaflbaxibwv Bqdvwv xqdxn. Later, in the anger of debate, Creon

wiU have to admit as much and more (738), but now he cannot do so,

for his title to rule must be unblemished; this, however, can be the

case only if the royal house has consistently identified its interests with

those of the city. Creon, then, has another reason for being so vague

about Oedipus, as weU as for implying
Polynices'

innocence. Polynices,
no less than his brother, is needed for Creon's own succession. Their

only crime is mutual fratricide, which, as Creon presents it, has nothing
to do with the city and its troubles.

12.4. Creon distinguishes fvxtf, cpqdvn/ua, and yvwfin from each

other as foUows: yivxtf is what one is most devoted to or loves, and

how one ranks other things in relation to it;
S2

cpqdvn/ia is the temper

of one's devotion, whether it shows itself as intense or lax, savage or

mUd, firm or weak; and yvwfin is the reasons one has for one's

devotion and the consequences one draws from it. Creon Ulustrates this

triad in two ways: first about any ruler, xwv aqlaxwv fiovXevfidxwv

takes up yvwytn, 8ctxig...ajixexai...dXX'...exei expands cpqdvn/Jia, and

[t8iov'...vofiitei explains yvxv ; and then again about himself,

32 Cf. Dem. 18.280-1.
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ovx dv...owxnqiag is his cpqdvnfia, ovx av...i/j,avxw his yvxij, and

fjd'...7ioiov/ie8a his yvwytn. Creon does not see the problem for the

ruler as a question of either rpvxr] or yvwfin they are self-evident

but of cpqdvrj/ia, the way one acts on one's judgment and on what one

most loves. As the fatherland is to rank highest for both ruler and

ruled and for the same reason, only the ruler has in addition to be

courageous and speak out in warning against what threatens everyone's

ipvxt] and yvwfj,n. This is why Creon caUs his decree his cpqdvr]/j,a (207).

His decree, which is the political formulation of his yvx^j, is such an

example of courage, for the whole city never was particularly loyal to

the Labdacids. It does not think so highly of Eteocles or so httle of

Polynices as Creon must.

12.5. Creon caUs his ipvxrj, cpqdvnfia, and yvw/in his vdfioi

because for him they mean his evvofxog yvxrj, evvo/uov cpqdvntxa, and

evvofiog yvw/un. He therefore does not consider what relation obtains

between the vdfioi of the soul and the vd/uoi of the city, for he

assumes that they are in perfect agreement. But such an agreement

depends on the coincidence of the ndXig with the ndxqa and ^fMv,

with which he replaces it in formulating his fv%r\ (182, 187). The

difference between city and fatherland most plainly appears in Creon's

saying that Polynices wanted to destroy his fatherland (199), but

Eteocles died on behalf of the city (194), though metrically he could

have said *naxqag vneq/xaxwv. The city is whatever its present regime

is, but the fatherland is thought to be prior to any regime and that which

persists through all changes of regime. (The Chorus in the parados never

mention ndXig.) Hatred of the fatherland is ipso nomine unpatriotic, but

hatred of the regime is often thought to be the highest kind of patriotism.

Now Creon is forced to identify the fatherland and the city because he

employs two different arguments for establishing his right to rule, either

one of which would suffice but which together are contradictory. Creon

first proves the legahty of his accession and then the probable exceUence

of his rule. The legality, however, turns on the regime, the house of the

Labdacids, but the excellence turns on the fatherland. Creon wants the

Chorus to remain loyal to the royal family and hence to himself, while he

himself will show his perfect devotion to the city as fatherland. He thus

appeals to the irrational loyalty of the Chorus, which he nevertheless must

esteem, as he declares his own rational
loyalty.33

By faUing to prove,

which he could not if he wanted to, that the Labdacids were consistently

patriotic, Creon asks the Chorus to love a family more than their

33 Cf. Aristotle Ath. Pol. 28.5; L. Strauss, City and Man, 167. Creon's confusion

of fatherland and regime is shared by the commentators: "verissime Suevernius

monuit Creontem non private in Polynicem odio haec imperare, sed quod boni civis

et regis ofjicium esse censeat iustum esse aeque adversus eos, qui ament patriam,

atque qui ei se inimicos praebeant; neque in Anligonam severum esse odio quodam,

sed quod sustinendum putat imperium
suum"

(Wunder, on 198 sqq.).
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country, and the very fanuly, besides, that his decree is designed in part

to dishonor. His own loyalty, on the other hand, to the fatherland is

rational, for the love that attaches the Chorus to the Labdacids or one

countryman to another depends for its possibUity on the country's

freedom from enslavement. Creon could have avoided this contradiction

if he had said that the Chorus had shown exceptional patriotism through

three generations of kings, and that he expects their allegiance to him

because he wiU show himself as patriotic as they have done in the past.

Not only does the need to prove the legality of his accession prevent

him from taking this approach, but he somehow senses as weU that

the love of a feUow countryman grips everyone far more deeply than

love of country: he speaks of the
Chorus'

reverence for the Labdacids,
but not of his own reverence for Thebes. The ipv%ij that only the

exercise of pohtical rule reveals as undivided love of country is not the

ipvxxi of those who do not rule, whose love is necessarily divided

between their cpiXoi and the country that makes that love possible.

Perhaps Creon, then, does not avoid the contradiction between the first

and second parts of his speech out of pride in his unique ability to

sacrifice his deeper feelings for the sake of his country (cf. 38.1).

His swearing of an oath here may indicate this pride (cf. 19.3).

12.6. The phrase xovg cplXovg noiovfieBa (instead of *x.<p.

xexxrj/ieBa) assumes that aU cpiXoi are a matter of choice, and no

one is cpiXog by necessity. One picks or drops a friend at wiU. One

can therefore calculate whether such a friendship wiU come into conflict

with love of country and act accordingly (cf. OC 607-15). Love of

country, however, is far more deliberate, for it even begins in calculation.

One has to figure out the need for it. Love of one's own, on the other

hand, precedes aU calculation and survives in spite of calculation

(cf. 98-9): Antigone never speaks of her yvw/j,n (cf. 4.3). Creon's

sUence, then, about the possible conflict between the love of one's own

and of one's country shows how unprepared he is to confront Antigone.

That Antigone, too, somehow regards the love of her own as a matter

of choice is part of her strangeness (cf. 9.5), and does not justify
Creon's omission.

12.7. Creon's proclamation, which makes up the third part of his

speech, is the brother (dbeXcpd) of the second part, in which he presented

the laws by which he intends to magnify the city. It is a special case

of the general laws of the country, which are in turn the laws that

inform Creon's soul. Creon commits the democratic error of identifying
decree and law on a completely nondemocratic basis (cf. 8.4).34 But

in what way is his decree the brother of his laws? His laws stated

that he counts as nothing anyone who puts a friend before his fatherland,

34 The Chorus characterize Creon's convocation of themselves with an expression

that recalls the technical phrase at Athens for an extraordinary assembly (160-1).
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and that he himself would make no one a friend who was an enemy

of his land. To bury Eteocles, then, must be an act of friendship, and

to deprive Polynices of burial an act of enmity. Creon thus seems to

equate honor with love and dishonor with hatred. He knows nothing

of honor given without love, or dishonor without hatred. He does not

understand reverence and awe as distinct from love. He does not

understand that one can honor but not love someone at a distance and

without ever seeing him (cf. 1.1); and that contempt as easUy squares

with indifference xovxov ovda/nov Xeyw as with hatred (cf . 35). For

Creon, then, to let Polynices be seen disgraced, the prey of birds and

dogs, would disclose more his hatred than his dishonor; but just to order

Eteocles to be buried, without performing the rites with his own hand

(cf. 900), would be a mark of honor and not of love (cf. 524-5). Creon

could, after aU, without violating his patriotism, have prohibited the

burial of Polynices in Theban territory, which was the Athenian punish

ment for treachery and sacrilegious theft (Xen. Hell. 1.7.22).35 That he

goes out of his way to express his hatred for Polynices but not his love

of Eteocles shows how imperfectly Creon understands his own equation

of honor and love; an equation that seems to have arisen from his taking

the laws of his soul for the laws of his country (cf. 9.4). Creon is in

speech as passionate as Antigone when it comes to the law: but the laws

he obeys do not shine through him, for he simply is not up to the

degree of intensity needed to bring about such a transparency (cf. 10.6,
11.2). Perhaps, however, Creon's faUure to represent the law perfectly is

due no less to his own inabUity than to the recalcitrance in the law itself

to being perfectly represented. Only Antigone can show up Creon.

12.8. For the interpretation of 194-206 see 4.6, and for 198-200,
see 19.2. Despite the fact that xwxvaai strictly means the ritualistic

lamentations of women, neither Creon nor anyone else suspects that
Polynices'

sisters might have tried to violate the prohibition. Creon seems

to assume that women would perform their part in funeral rites only if

there were men to prompt them. Precisely because it is ritualistic and

therefore not a spontaneous expression of the heart, Creon regards it

as inconceivable that any woman could be the originator of the plan

to bury Polynices (cf. 22.10).

12.9. Of the seven occurrences of ndXig in Creon's speech, the

first three concern, respectively, the gods, Oedipus, and any ruler (162,

167, 178), and the last three refer, respectively, to Eteocles, the whole

city, and any loyal citizen (194, 203, 209); between the pair of triads

stands Creon's reference to himself (191). The first triad has to do

with ruling (wqBwaav, wqBov, evBvvwv), the second with obeying the

city. Creon now sees no difficulty in his combining both. His enhance-

3<s Cf. Eur. Phoen. 775-6, 1629-30; Wolff-Bellermann, Riickblick, 121-3.
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ment (avfw) of the city is the same as his devotion to the city. In

upholding the city, he is going to improve the
city.36

13 (211-14). 13.1. The Chorus distinguish between Creon's pleasure

(dqeaxei) with regard to Polynices and Eteocles and his power to make

use of any and every law concerning the living and the dead. They
barely suggest that his pleasure is not on the same level as law, and, even

more tentatively, that there is a difference between the living and the

dead. Creon has said that whoever is kindly disposed to Thebes wUl be

honored alike alive or dead; the Chorus imply that personal pronouns

in the nominative strictly apply to the living but not to the dead (cf.

35.1). The dead cannot be subjects of active verbs. It is doubtful,

then, whether one can speak of either the benevolence or the malevolence

of the dead. Creon surely does not beheve that Polynices, if left unburied,
wUl be powerless to injure Thebes, for he does not employ the magic

of maschalismos to ensure
Polynices'

impotence; nor does he beheve

that Eteocles, if buried, wiU continue his support of Thebes. Eteocles,
if pubhcly given a funeral and monument, can serve as a model of

patriotism regardless of the city's opinion about burial; but
Polynices'

unburied corpse cannot serve as a warning p.gainst treachery unless the

city supposes that burial is needed, and because a divine law commands

it. Honor to the dead can share the same basis as honor to the living;
but dishonor to the dead necessarUy has a different basis from dishonor

to the living. To bring dishonor into line with honor, Creon would have

to prove that the gods have the same perspective as the city; and later

he is forced to give such a proof (cf. 19.2), but now he is entirely

unaware of the difficulty.

13.2. This difficulty can be more exactly defined as foUows.

jxlaafia occurs three times in the play, all in the mouth of Creon: first, of

the mutual fratricide of Polynices and Eteocles (172, cf. 12.3); next,
of Antigone's punishment by starvation, which Creon has worked out

in such a way that the whole city might avoid poUution (776); and

third, of
Polynices'

corpse, whose devouring by the eagles of Zeus is

not a poUution that he fears (1042). If fratricide makes the slayer

unclean, the city should no more honor Eteocles than Polynices, unless

one assumes that death automaticaUy cleanses, an assumption that in

turn would seem to weaken Creon's case against Polynices, for his crime

would cease to be punishable with his death. In order, then, for Creon to

make a distinction between Polynices and Eteocles, he must regard

fratricidal poUution as politicaUy irrelevant: the gods of the city are not

the gods of the fanuly. Antigone's punishment, however, is politicaUy

relevant, since faUure to foUow the proper rites would poUute the entire

city. To avoid poUution, then, is not a matter of honor: Antigone as

36 Cf. Xen. Mem. 3.1.2; Lycurg. c. Leocrat. 76-7.
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Antigone is not taken into account. Now in the case of Polynices Creon

seems to have two ways open to him. If nonburial were a poUution like

fratricide in being politicaUy irrelevant, not to bury Polynices would

not poUute the city but Antigone and Ismene only (cf. 7.2); but then

to honor Eteocles could not solely consist in his burial, for that in itself

would be politically irrelevant too. To honor Eteocles would need some

special ceremonies (cf. 4.1), which would have nothing to do with

burial as such, though they could accompany it, to distinguish him from

Polynices. If, on the other hand, nonburial were a poUution like Anti

gone's punishment in being politicaUy relevant, to aUow
Polynices'

burial

would not honor Polynices, any more than the burial of Eteocles would

honor him. Creon chooses neither of these ways. He argues at once for

the pohtical relevance of burial, and hence to deprive Polynices of it is to

dishonor him, and for the pohtical irrelevance of nonburial, and hence the

city cannot incur poUution if Polynices lies unburied. Creon tries to

politicize burial, so that it is nothing but a question of honor or dishonor;

but such a pohticization requires that the gods be indistinguishable from

the city, for if they are not, the gods could equaUy insist that the city bury
Polynices to avoid poUution and honor Eteocles to glorify patriotism.

Creon's pohticization of burial wiU thus lead him to the divinization of the

city.

14 (215-22). 14.1. Although Creon omitted from his formulation of

the decree what the penalty is for its violation, the Chorus know that the

penalty is death (cf. 4.7). Do they assume that aU crimes are capital

crimes? Or that Creon would as a matter of course impose the death

penalty? As they assume that the death penalty is an infaUible deterrent,
which automaticaUy discharges them from the task Creon has asked them

to perform, perhaps they imply that only such a penalty would prevent

everyone from disobeying Creon's decree. They would thus agree with

Ismene that suicide cannot be an obligation (cf. 10.7). That disobe

dience, however, is suicidal follows only if Creon's preventive measures

are perfect; and they can be perfect only if those whom Creon has appoin

ted to guard
Polynices'

corpse cannot be corrupted or overwhelmed by
force or deceit. To rule out the possibihty of corruption would imply that

the guards are either fanaticaUy loyal to Creon or mortaUy afraid of him;

to rule out the possibUity of superior force, that the disaffected elements

in Thebes are weak; and to rule out the possibihty of deceit, either that

Creon's guards cannot be guUed or that no one would think of using

deceit to bury Polynices (cf. 10.5). That nothing in the play contradicts

the
Chorus'

assumptions shows again how easUy their simplicity can

pass for prescience (cf. 11.4). Without any awareness of the possi

bilities they reject, they pick the one possibihty only a fool has the eros

to die that applies exclusively to Antigone (cf. 10.8).

14.2. Creon, unlike the Chorus, does not beheve that the death

penalty is an infallible deterrent, but he beheves that, though the hope
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for gain can be stronger than the fear of death, no one can successfuUy

commit a crime (cf. 313-4). Not the prevention but the detection of

crime is infaUible (cf. 494-5); and he too is not contradicted in the course

of the play: Tiresias knows at once who is guUty of polluting the city's

altars. Creon's first oath now yields its meaning: Zevg d dqwv del

(184) must hold if Creon can be certain that no crime goes undetected.

That this should apply even to the present case shows the extent to

which Creon relies on divine support for his decree. The gods must

approve of his decree if it is guaranteed that whoever buries Polynices

wiU come to hght (cf. 327-8). Creon thus disregards the possibUity that

the gods could, in disapproving of his decree, stiU let its violator be

known. His punishment could not have been what it was if Antigone had

gone undetected. The gods, it seems, are at least as concerned with

punishing Creon as with cleansing Thebes of poUution (cf. 9.1, 9.7).

15 (223-43). 15.1. The first speech of the guard is strange. The fact

that he is now before Creon seems to make the need to justify his delay
superfluous. Creon can know of his tardiness only through his own

admission; and Creon is keener on learning the news than on blaming
the guard, whose uncaUed-for self-defense only serves to exasperate

Creon. To the guard the most important thing is his own situation

(xdfiavxov).31 The crime in his eyes is scarcely a crime (247, 256),

though he later expresses no repugnance at sacrilegiously sweeping off the

dust from
Polynices'

corpse; indeed, he speaks of the good job he and

his feUow guards did in laying the clammy body bare (409-10). If one

supposes that those below pardoned him because he acted impiously
under duress (cf. 1199-1200), Ismene's expectation of pardon for not

helping Antigone seems to be reasonable (cf. 9.2). The guard, then,

recognizes the sacredness of burial, but not its obligatory character. He

is, moreover, whoUy indifferent, as a slave, to the political purpose

Creon affects to find in his decree. Unmoved by the religious or the

political issue, he lives solely between fear and hopelessness; so fearful

that he not only confesses without reason to the imaginary crime of

tardiness (a curious confirmation of Creon's belief that no crime goes

undetected), but continuaUy increases the likelihood of his punishment

by the very speeches supposedly designed to assuage Creon's anger; and

so hopeless that he beheves Creon's faUure to punish him for his

innocence can only be due to the gods (330-1).

15.2. The guard is the first person in the play to treat the soul

as something separate, for the soul, in Creon's understanding, is nothing

but what one loves and honors the most (cf. 12.4). If Creon had spoken

of rpvxij, cpqdvnfia, and yvch/xn as names for different aspects of men,

nothing would have been lost of his meaning. With the guard, however,

it is otherwise. He explains that his soul by much talking delayed his

37 On the guard see F.W. Schneidewin, Einleitung, 12.
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coming, for he always took as a command whatever it said. The Loeb

translation of soul here is
"conscience."

He thus assigns to his soul his

own desire for self-preservation. (The guard, like the Chorus, assumes

that death is the penalty for any crime.) He separates himself from

his soul in order to save his own skin (cf. Xen. Cyrop. 6.1.31-41). Were

it not for his soul, nothing would have kept him from breathlessly reporting

the crime. His soul is guUty, he is innocent. His soul gave him two

pieces of contradictory advice, neither of which he could foUow without

being checked by the other. The soul is not a reliable guide, for it is

dominated by the fear of punishment. Only hope can make the guard

come forward. The soul in fear offers hope as the way out of the impasse

it itself has made; but the hope it offers is in fact resignation to fate

(cf. 274); the guard, if punished, wiU be unjustly punished. Fate thus

seems to be the discovery of the soul confronted with the inevitabihty
of unjust punishment; and the soul itself as something separate seems

to be the discovery of the fear that such a confrontation arouses.

However this may be, the first interpretation we are given of the soul

is that it is separate and weak, guUty perhaps but unpunishable, and

prone to paralyzing calculations.

15.3. If the soul, in being separate, is separate from the body,

could not Antigone have resorted to an argument like the guard's to

justify the burial of Polynices? Polynices is guilty, but the guUt is of

his soul, and by losing it, what remains of Polynices is unpunishable. His

body, it is true, obeyed his soul; but his soul, by balancing the injustice

he suffers in being deprived of his throne against the injustice he wiU

commit if he attacks his country, may have first brought him to a

standstill; and then, in order to condone his initial indignation, held out

the hope that he would if he failed only suffer what was fated (cf. 170).

He is thus absolved from the crime his soul made inevitable. The debate

between Antigone and Polynices in Oedipus at Colonus, which proceeds

on not dissimilar lines, shows how Antigone here could have made a

case (1416-44). Antigone, however, has barred herself from resorting

to any such argument. As she does not mention the war or the reasons

for it (cf. 2.4), she cannot make use of grounds that are in any way

connected with it. She therefore cannot appeal to the innocence of Poly
nices'

corpse, for its innocence would be bought at the price of her

arguing on behalf of Polynices as individual, which she can never bring
herself to do (cf. 1.1). Her own arguments turn at different times on

different things, but they never touch the individual Polynices, with

his distinct virtues or defects (cf. 4.1).38 She argues on the basis of the

Polynices whom she loves, of the law in its generality, and of the Polynices

38 Cf. Ai. 1342-5; H. Grotius, de tare belli et pads, 11.19. 11.6: "hinc est quod

officium sepeliendi, non tarn homini, id est personae, quam humanitati, id est

naturae humanae praestari
dicitur."
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who is her brother (cf . 9, 27, 48), but never in a way that would aUy

her understanding with the guard's understanding of the soul (cf. 10.4).

16 (245-7). 16.1. The guard talks as if the corpse were properly

buried, and no more needed to be done. If Antigone had poured libations

(420-1), the thirstiness of the dust and the hardness of the soU (250) must

have wiped out any trace of them. The guard, then, either is thinking in

terms of a passer-by (256), who did aU that a nonrelative should do, or

he is not scrupulously exact in his report, and the possible omission of

some part of the ritual does not concern him; but the rest of his report

is so circumstantial it reads like a detective story's presentation of a

clueless crime that one should rather conclude that the guard, no

more than Creon or the Chorus, ever considers the possibihty that Anti

gone and/or Ismene could be responsible.

16.2. As the guard says that someone sprinkled a light covering of

dust on the corpse's skin (no one else in the play mentions its skin), we

learn that Polynices before was lying naked in the plain (cf. 410); a fact

we should not have inferred from the parodos, which excluded
Polynices'

armor from the panoplies dedicated to Zeus (141-3). The burial of a

corpse, in any case, consists in the hiding from sight, not a body of

flesh and bones, but its skin alone. Burial is, hteraUy speaking, a

superficial ceremony (cf. Her. 2.86.3-7). Nonburial, on the other hand,

involves the entire body, aU the boneless parts of which are hable to the

devouring of dogs and birds. Burial does not avoid the threat of being

eaten, for no provision, however flimsy, has to be made against worms

(cf. Her, 3.16.4), but the threat of being (seen) naked and torn apart

(258, 1198, cf. 4.5). Burial conceals the looks and shape of man (255).

It therefore poses at first, prior to the questions of body and soul, body
and self, and self and soul, the question of skin and soul. It is a question

that turns out only to look less profound than the others (cf. 25.3).

17 (249-77). 17.1. The guard's speech is in three parts: the discov

ery and description of the crime (249-58), the accusations of guilt

and declarations of innocence among the guards (259-67), the casting of

lots and the appointment of the guard (268-77). What holds the speech

together are the three stages in the
guards'

reaction: disagreeable surprise

(254), just indignation, and fear (270). One can wonder, however,

whether their indignation differs from their fear.

17.2. The first part again is in three subsections, the first of which

gives the setting (249-52), the second the discovery and the
guards'

reaction (253-54), and the last the state of the buried corpse (255-58). The

impression of exactness that the guard conveys is primarily due to his

dyadic phrasing: yevfjdog nXfjyfiadixeXXng ix^oXij, oxvcpXdgx^6a0?>

aqqw^enrjiJia^evfievri, r\cpdvlaxoxvnp'r\qr}g, Bnqdgxvvdjv,
eXBdvxog

andaavxog. The first subsection shows how surprising it is that no

one thinks at once of
Polynices'

sisters, for the absence of carts and

pickaxes suggests that men of the city were not involved. But its true
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significance emerges only in hght of the first stasimon: there is no

trace of human skiU (cf. 23). The guard's own inference, on the other

hand, that the casual means of burial is exphcable in terms of someone

who just passed by points to the difficulty in Creon's attempt to politicize

burial (cf. 13). If some non-Theban with no intention of violating

Creon's decree that no animal had yet discovered the corpse implies

that it was buried soon after the
Argives'

rout, and perhaps even before

the promulgation of the decree felt obliged to bury the corpse, perhaps

without even knowing whose it was, Creon has a much harder task than

he imagines to prove that the dead belong exclusively to the city. In

order to rule out the guard's inference, as he sUently does, Creon has to

suppose that the gods guarantee the prevention of the unintentional

crime. As soon as Polynices feU, the gods must have erected a barrier

of some sort around the corpse to forestaU such a chance occurrence

(cf. 26.1). To eliminate chance and yet not invoke fate requires a

behef in the unfailing agreement between what law prohibits and what

cannot happen accidentaUy. Creon must partiaUy adopt a behef of the

Persians, who deny that any son ever kiUed his own mother or father,

for one would always find on inquiry that the supposed son was either

a bastard or supposititious (Her. 1.137.2). If Creon does subscribe to

the
Persians'

belief, even after witnessing the suffering of Oedipus and

Jocasta, his attempt to regularize the royal house would not, as it first

appeared, have been prompted by seh-interest alone (cf. 12.2). He

simply does not beheve that those unintentional crimes of incest and

patricide occurred. Fratricide is another matter (cf. 170, 200-1). Creon,

then, understands his decree as a law that can neither be unintentionaUy

violated nor go undetected (cf. 14.2). It is almost a self-evident law,
which scarcely needs to be promulgated (it is the brother of his soul's

laws); and if promulgated, does not need to have the penalty for its

transgression speUed out (cf. 14.1). Creon wants to believe that no

one will violate it, not because the death penalty wiU deter everyone, nor

even because its violator wiU be caught, but because it cannot be done.

He cannot, however, quite bring himself to believe it. His low estimate

of men prevents him (221-2).

17.3. The guard opposes the wild beast to dogs (cf. 1081-2). Dogs,

then, are domesticated animals, which belong to men living in cities.

Antigone's faUure to mention dogs as a possible threat to
Polynices'

corpse (cf. 4.6) might imply that she cannot admit that man's friend

could thus betray him. It might be a sign of how necessary and
self-

evident it is for her that the dear and the holy coincide (cf. 9.4, 9.8).

The corpse must be as precious as the man to those who love (cf. 4.7).

17.4. Each guard grandly boasted to the others his own innocence

and ignorance. They were aU ready to lift up hot ingots in their hands,
walk through fire, and swear by the gods. Of this triad, the play puts

to the test only their swearing: the guard admits that his return belies
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his oath (388-94). However this may be, the
guards'

willingness to

undergo two fiery ordeals gives us by implication the second interpre
tation of the soul (cf. 15.2). The guards separate themselves as subject

to bochly pain from their souls, or whatever one should caU the reposi

tory of their knowledge of their innocence; and their innocence is so

powerful that it can preserve them from any possible punishment. The

body, then, is inviolable as long as the soul is guUtless (cf. Antiphon
5.93). Each guard seemed to lay claim to this behef in an effort not to be
outdone by what another might say. As his peers could not force him to

submit to the ordeal, it was a safe kind of boasting. The guard, in any
case, when alone with himself, abandons the view that his soul has no
limits to its power he does not offer to prove his innocence and

replaces it with an abject submission to fate, which is the only way he
sees to maintain the innocence of the punishable body and the un

punishable guUt of the soul. CoUective /ueyaXofvxla yields to individual
aBv/iia (237). Behef in the

gods'

providential care of innocence in this

life turns into resignation in the face of an undeserved but fated death.
The swearing of oaths turns into the soul's speaking to oneself. It is not

easy to say whether hope of worldly vindication or hopeless submis-

siveness represents the greater piety. The guard never suggests, as

Antigone does, that the gods wiU vindicate him after his death (925-8).

Antigone's piety is not based on either worldly hope or fear (cf. 896-7).

17.5. The unlimited power of the soul puts aU the guards into as

much of an impasse as the vacUlatory weakness of the soul later puts the
guard (cf. 233, 268, 274). The soul then discovered fate as a way out;
now the way out is through chance. The casting of lots condemns (xadaiqei)
the guard. It seems to be the coUective way of finding a scapegoat when

confronted with coUective innocence. The scapegoat, however, prefers
to understand his election otherwise. Fearful of punishment, the guard

answers the question, "Why
me?"

with "It is my
fate."

Fate is more a

comfort than involuntary self-sacrifice, which only ironicaUy can be

caUed good (275). Antigone's wiUingness, on the other hand, to sacrifice

herself forbids her from so invoking fate. She cannot thus console herself
for her unjust punishment. And yet Antigone never caUs her sacrifice

good; indeed, the only time she uses the word, she too means it

ironicaUy: she calls Creon the good Creon (31). Creon alone uses
"good"

in its only other occurrence, without irony: whoever subordinates

his private interests to the city remains in the stress of war a just and

good comrade-in-arms (671). Could it then be that neither Antigone

nor her sacrifice can be caUed good? That the city (Creon) has made

ayabdg so exclusively its own that not even Antigone can appropriate it?39

It would be consistent with this that of the three occurrences of dqiaxog

39 Cf. PI. Ap.S. 24b4-5: MiXr\xov xdv dyaBdv xai qjtXonoXiv, &g cp-nai ;

Dem. 24.127.
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aU are spoken by Creon (179, 197, 1114), and of the four of xQVar?>

three are spoken by Creon, and Haemon uses the other to speak un

grudgingly of Creon's good sense (299, 520, 635, 662).
"Good"

may be

too worldly a word for Antigone, whose noble sacrifice is "good for
nothing."

She surely does not help anyone or anything, for neither the

law nor the dead has to be helped (cf. 4.3). The very superfluousness

that makes Antigone splendid would thus prevent her from being or

doing good (cf. 8.7). Only if Creon's punishment, for which Antigone's

actions are indispensable (cf. 14.2), is to be considered just would one

be compeUed to revise this conclusion.

18 (278-9). 18.1. It is not just the absence of clues that makes

the Chorus think that the gods might have buried Polynices, but rather

that, on their assumption that the death penalty is an infaUible deterrent

(cf. 14.1), only immortal beings could have done it.

19 (280-314). 19.1. Creon's speech consists of three parts: the first

proves that the gods could not have buried Polynices (280-9a), the second

reveals those truly responsible and how they managed it (289b-301), and

the third threatens the guards unless they find the one guUty (302-14).

Creon is far more certain that the guards have been bribed than that

they did it (294, 306). He prefers, in any case, to believe in their active

or passive complicity rather than in their carelessness (cf. 14.1), which

comes close to implying either the god's concern for Polynices or the
gods'

indifference to Creon's decree (cf. 17.2).

19.2. In arguing that to prohibit
Polynices'

burial is the self-evident

consequence of his soul's laws, Creon says that Polynices wanted to

burn to the ground the land of his father(s) and the gods of his race

(or country), taste of common blood, and lead the rest of his city into

slavery (199-202); but now, in order to prove that the gods could not

have buried Polynices, he says that Polynices came to set fire to the

columned temples, the votive offerings, and the earth of the gods and

to scatter their laws. Creon drops the arguments based on fratricide and

slavery, for the first is too private, and the second too pohtical, for either

to justify the
gods'

horror at
Polynices'

crime (cf. 13.2). He replaces,

moreover, yfj naxqwa with yfj exelvwv (i.e., Becov), and Beol ol iyyevelg
with vaol and avaBrj/xaxa. He first argued for

Polynices'

treachery
against his own, whether it be bis own land, gods, or brother; but now,
in arguing for

Polynices'

impiety, he consecrates the city and aU that

belongs to it to the gods. The first charge had Polynices firing the gods

themselves, who, Creon pretended, do not differ from their statues;

but the second has him firing what belongs to the gods, who are now

whoUy separate from the monuments of their worship. As one could

readUy think of the gods as wUling to forgive their own, especiaUy one

who was unsuccessful, Creon has to heighten
Polynices'

impiety to the

point that forgiveness would be inconceivable; but this heightening has
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the effect of making the attack on things a more serious crime than that

on persons. The fact that the Chorus accept Creon's proof the first

stasimon presupposes it gives us the first inkling that a corpse could

be more sacred than a person (cf. 256). The IJoXwelxovg vexvg of

Antigone (26) might differ as much from Creon's LToXweix-ng (198)
as Creon's vaol and dvaBrj/uaxa do from his Beol ol eyyeveig (cf. 4.3).
Polynices'

corpse might have its significance for Antigone not despite

but because it is more alien to her than either Polynices her brother

(cf. 3.3) or Polynices himself (cf. 15.3).

19.3. As the gods could not have buried Polynices, which Creon

takes to be the same as saying that they could not have honored him

(cf. 13.2), Creon declares that the true culprits are pohtical enemies.

Creon moves from the pohticization of burial to the divinization of the

city, and from there back to the purely pohtical conflict, without indica

ting how
Polynices'

sacrilegiousness could ever be the rallying point of

those who secretly murmur against him. To revolt against him is to revolt

against the gods. Creon keeps his original identification of his regime

with the fatherland (cf. 12.5) at the same time that he has been

compeUed to replace the land of the ancestors with the land of the

gods. As he cannot assume that the gods are the ancestors (cf. 938),

for he has to deny every possible basis for the
gods'

forgiveness of Poly

nices, Creon implies that not only is he the legitimate heir to the throne,

which in turn truly expresses the fatherland, but that he is the present

regent for the distant gods (cf. 304). What plainly links his political

legitimacy with his divinely appointed role are the laws of his soul,

which are at once the test of statesmanship, the ground of the city, and

the wUl of the gods. It is no wonder, then, that Creon swears so freely

(184, 305, 758) and never deigns to refute Antigone's contention that

divine law sanctions
Polynices'

burial (cf. 29.1). He is the first to

speak of mortals and human beings (295, 299).

19.4. Creon exemplifies the bad effect of money in three ways: it

sacks cities, it expels men from their homes, and it perversely instructs

the good wits of mortals in shameless deeds. The city and the family,

Creon implies, are unqualifiedly good; only the wits (cpqeveg) can be

either good or bad. Creon shows no awareness of an essential conflict

between the city and the family (cf. 12.6). Were is not for money they

would always be in harmony. He furthermore suggests that, though money

necessarUy belongs to the city,
which in itself is good, the city does not need

money, which in itself is the source of aU impiety. Money is the worst

convention (vd/itofia) that ever grew (efiXaoxe) among human beings.

It owes its quasi-natural status to its universahty. It is entirely conven

tional and yet universal. It therefore reminds one of burial rites, which

equaUy seem to be conventional and yet universal; indeed, they seem

to be even more closely connected, for they both have to do with what is
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beneath the earth (cf. 22.8): another name for Hades is Plouton
(1200).40

In one decisive respect, however, Plouton the god of wealth and Plouton

the god of the dead differ. The conventionahty of coined money does

not stand in the way of exchange between one currency and another;

but the conventionality of burial rites forbids the discovery of equivalents

between two different rites. Darius offered money to both Greeks and

Indians if either were willing to foUow the burial practices of the other

(Her. 3.38.3-4). This difference has its ground in another difference.

Any set of burial practices takes its character from what is held about

the soul. No other practice, as far as I know, implies so much so

directly. Coinage, on the other hand, carries with it no such implications.

A god may be held to preside over the ways in which money is

exchanged (cf. Od. 19. 395-8); but no god determines the values, let

alone the use, of this or that piece of money. One can without sacrUege

deface it, bury it, melt it, or even not use it; and when it is in use, it

always remains neutral, whether the transaction be between one man

and another, or even between man and god (Charon's obol). But the

corpse is never neutral. The gods and the soul have stamped it indelibly
with themselves. Creon, however, treats the corpses of Polynices and

Eteocles as if they were pieces of metal that could be coined at wiU

in any denomination:
Polynices'

corpse is in the old currency, which is

now to be discontinued;
Eteocles'

is in the new, which gives it a higher

valuation. But Creon issues his new currency without altering the beliefs

that alone can validate the change. Creon does not pretend to understand

either the gods or the soul differently. He believes that the price (xi/itf)
he puts on each corpse is independent of such beliefs. He does not

realize that the neutrahty he thus assigns the corpse in itself entails a

reassessment of both the gods and the soul (cf. 13.2). His impiety is

not a radical impiety.

19.5. Creon gives the third interpretation of the soul. He threatens

the guards with torture leading to death, so that in the future they might

know the limits of rightful gain and act accordingly. The torture is

justified not so much as a punishment (for which death suffices) as an

education. Creon is the first to mention Hades; and though it seems to

be the equivalent of death, Creon must assume the existence of Hades

as a place where the guards can practice the lesson they wiU have

learned so painfuUy. The
guards'

future reformation presupposes that under

torture they wiU blurt out that which they and Creon already know;
for the pain inflicted on the body opens up the truth hidden within

(the soul) but does not distort
it.41 The soul, then, which is too guileless

M For the connection between vdpog and v6/iio/*a see Dem. 24.212-4;

esp. 213: elnslv [SoXcova Xiyerai] I8xi avxdg rjyeixai dgyvgiov /xiv
vd/uof*'

elvai xwv

Idicov ovvaXXay/idxcov elvexa roig Idicbxaig evQ-n/xivov, xovg di v6/xovg v6fita/ia xfjg

ndXeiog elvai.

41 On the pros and cons of torture in the orators see Wyse's note on Isaeus 8.12.1.
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to invent a plausible he, is tightiy bound to the body, which is too weak

to resist and through which it learns. The soul when subordinate to the

body lacks both nobUity and deivdxng. Creon thus assumes the inverse

of the second interpretation of the soul, which held the soul to be

separate from the body and yet strong enough to protect it from pain

(cf. 17.4). Both interpretations, however, share the view that bodUy
pain is the true touchstone of the soul, whether to prove its innocence

or its guUty knowledge.

20 (315-22). 20.1. After Creon's threats of torture, the guard

presents a topology of the nonbodUy pain that accompanies indignation.

Indignation is of two kinds. One resides in the ears and reacts only to

speeches, the other resides in the soul, or cpqeveg, and reacts only to

deeds (cf. Her. 7.39.1). Creon, however, is unaware of this difference.

He has confused the pain he feels at the report of the crime with the

pain he feels at the criminal; and as the criminal is unknown, his

indignation discovers the criminal in the reporter of the crime, the only

person avaUable. Creon's instant suspicion that his pohtical enemies

bribed the guards is merely a gloss on this confusion. Indignation of

the soul cannot be satisfied with the emptiness of "the criminal"; it must

always vent itself on "this criminal"; but as it has no special sense

by which it can detect him, it finds the guilty everywhere. The guard

thus seems to give the obverse side of his interpretation of his own

soul (cf. 15.2). That interpretation showed the soul in self-induced

fear and guUt prostrate before fate; this interpretation shows the soul

in righteousness lashing out at everyone but itself. What holds the

two together is the pain of frustration, whether born of its awareness

of undeserved but unavoidable punishment, or born of its ignorance

of those who deserve to be punished. The first kind of frustration

reminds one of Odysseus confronted with Posidon's wrath; the second

of AchiUes slaying Hector for a crime that is his own. The guard

would thus be an ignoble Odysseus, who as cleverly talks his way

out of danger; and Creon would be an ignoble AchiUes, who also is

forced to aUow the burial of his enemy. Creon's remorse, moreover,

has as httle effect on his subsequent punishment as
AchiUes'

atonement

has on his fate.

20.2. It would not suffice, if one wished to paraphrase what the

guard says, to have him say, "The criminal reaUy makes you indignant,

I am just a superficial irritant"; for if the guard means only that,

he would not have to assign separate regions to Creon's twofold pain,

but merely discriminate between its two external sources. The guard,

rather, means, "The criminal makes the real you indignant, I irritate

your superficial
self."

The soul thus stands for the true self, which is

separate from the rest of oneself and scarcely communicates with it.

In this sense, the guard reverses his former view of the soul's paralyzing

influence on the true self, which is subject to punishment for crimes

it was whoUy unwilling to commit. Creon accepts this identification
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of the soul and the self, but he denies that it is something separate:

"Not only did you commit the
crime,"

he tells the guard, "but what is

worse you betrayed your soul for
money."

Money seduced the guard

into giving up his true self. Here for the first time soul keeps its primary

meaning of life, but at the same time it bears a trace of
Creon's first inter

pretation, which made it the same as what one should most love and

honor (cf. 12.4). Creon thus insists as much on the inseparability of

body and soul he alone uses awpia as the equivalent of ipvxv (675)

as the guard does on their separateness; for the guard wants to deflect

Creon's anger away from himself, but Creon wants to punish anyone

who thwarts him in a way that leaves nothing of one's own unpunished

or uncorrected.

20.3. The scene between Creon and the guard presents five inter

pretations of the soul. The soul is: (1) separate and weak ( 15.2), (2)

separate and strong ( 17.4), (3) connected and weak ( 19.5), (4)

separate and oneself ( 20.1), (5) connected and oneself ( 20.2).

What no one maintains is that the soul is connected and strong.

Such an interpretation would have the soul rely on the gods as much

as 2, but, unlike 3, be resistant to all bodily pain and, unlike 5, be

contemptuous of life. One is therefore tempted to conclude that, as

these traits exactly characterize Antigone, the ground for her devotion

to
Polynices'

corpse, which is so great that she unnecessarily returns

to it (cf. 10.1), hes in her living this paradoxical interpretation of

the soul (cf. 95). Whether this is the true ground of her actions, or at

best only a fragment of the true ground, only Antigone's two remaining

defenses can properly determine (cf. 27, 48).

21 (323-31). 21.1. The guard is no longer afraid. In spite of Creon's

reiteration of his threats that, unless the guards discover the culprits,

they wUl be punished, he does not take him seriously. Not his diligence,

spurred on by fear, but pure chance wUl decide whether the culprit wUl

be found. The guard thus moves from expressing his own resignation

to fate, with which he had entered, to expressing the indifference of

chance, with which he leaves (cf. 17.5). The guard, then, has exag

gerated either his initial fearfulness or his final lack of concern; and

as he later indicates that he did take Creon seriously (390-1, 408,

413-4, 437-40), one must say that his relief at not being punished at

once makes him veer to the opposite extreme. He acknowledges that

he neither hoped for his escape nor judged it probable; for it was

ultimately due, not to his own verbal dexterity, but to the gods. The

gods do not intervene on behalf of the innocent in the spectacular way

of the ordeal (cf. 17.4), but in the way of events turning out better

than one hopelessly feared they would. The providential gods thus seem

to be the discovery of the soul cheated of the future its own fears had

devised. The debt, at any rate, which the guard beheves he owes to

the gods opens the way to our understanding why the first stasimon's
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implicit assertion that the gods do not stand as a limit to man is

necessarily connected with man's artfulness in overcoming the seemingly

impossible, equipped as he is with a wisdom beyond hope (366; cf. 10.8).

The first stasimon, however, shows man in his limitlessness only by

suppressing any mention of his soul (cf. 11.2), the significance of

which clearly emerges if one compares the first stasimon of
Aeschylus'

Choephoroi. The guard therefore is just as necessary as the first

stasimon for the fuU understanding of man. That the soul comes to

light in the element of the ridiculous, whUe art comes to hght with the

greatest solemnity, although art has seemingly nothing to do with the

play's action and soul everything, Ulustrates the way in which man's

competence always outstrips his self-knowledge. It is a great but almost

unavoidable error for us to give more weight to the first stasimon

than to the guard and his speeches.

22 (332-75). 22.1. The first stasimon presupposes the correctness

of Creon's proof that the gods did not bury Polynices (cf. 19.2), from

which the Chorus sUently concluded that men of great daring and skUl

were involved in perpetrating so clueless a crime. Man's navovqyia,

which according to Creon constitutes man's impiety and hybris (300-1,
309), is now given the morally neutral name of deivdxng, for which

the Chorus, in charting the extent of man's stoppmg-at-nothing, do not

try to account. Creon had given the love of base gain (money) as the

cause of man's criminality; but the Chorus do not, as one might expect,

replace that cause with the neutral love of gain. Neither some ulterior

end nor a Prometheus explains man's inventive daring. It is an irreducible

part of man.

22.2. The stasimon presents man's uncanny awesomeness as consisting

of four aspects, to each of which it devotes a strophe: man's restlessness,

man's superiority to, and mastery of, aU other living beings, man's

devising and understanding, and man's freedom, which leaves to him

the choice of foUowing the good or the bad. Each strophe thus has

its own characteristic set of verbs. The first begins with neXei, which

retains its original sense of motion and is echoed at the strophe's end

by the cognate noXevwv ; and these two verbs frame the rest: xmQeh

neqwv, dnoxqvexai, IXXofievwv. The first antistrophe is likewise aU of

a piece: djMpifiaXwv, dyqei, xqaxel, and Schoene's plausible dxfid^exai.

The second strophe in turn has: ediddaxo, anoqog en ovbev eg^era,

gvpnecpqaoxai; and the second antistrophe contrasts man's freedom

with his sociahty: naqslqwv, naqiaxiog, yevoixo, laov cpqovwv.

Throughout the stasimon the prepositions, compounded or uncompounded,

carry the notion of man's confronting, outflanking, and rising above

every chaUenge, even those that threaten to swamp him: ndqav, neqi-,

vn, vneqxdxav,
dno- (first strophe), d/icpt-, neqi- (first antistrophe),

vn-, in',
v/j,- (second strophe), vndq, en (second antistrophe).

22.3. The stasimon seems to progress from showing man's mastery
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of the inanimate sea and earth (first strophe), to his mastery of animals

(first antistrophe), and from there to his relation to himself as one

who contrives the means for his own self-preservation (second strophe),

which then leads by contrast to his relation with others, the city and

the gods (second antistrophe). This schematization is open to the

difficulty, of which the Chorus are scarcely aware, that the unwearied

earth, which man tries to wear out, is a goddess, and the highest of the

gods besides; which should place her as such in the second antistrophe,

where the Chorus speak of the earth's laws, and how the city stands

high.42 Man's violation of the highest god, which, the Chorus recognize,

iUustrates man's beivdxng, does not fit with their later assumption that

the arts are only wilfully but not essentially subversive of the city,

its gods and laws. For all the narrowness of Creon's belief that money

accounts for aU of man's navovqyia, he understands better than the

Chorus its essential impiety. The Chorus do not see that art, as the

breaking of apparent hmits, whether it be in allowing man's passage

across the dividing sea (i.e., traveling to other cities) or in its ignoring
the surface of the earth as man's proper place, points to the city

not only as the unwUling harborer of crime but as itself founded

on crime. The descendants of Cain, who offered God the first fruits

of the land, which God did not find acceptable, discovered the arts

and founded the first city. However unaware the Chorus are that the

city can only be high at the expense of the highest of the gods, the

Chorus do see that the city cannot be, as Creon assumes, unqualifiedly

good (cf. 19.4); for man's beivdxng partly consists in his teaching

himself daxvvdfxoi dqyai, which are evidently not the same as man's

submission to the laws of the land. Although the city must rest on

both the arts and the gods (their laws), its two supports are not in

harmony with one another (cf. 10.9): 43 for the city, which serves

through the arts man's need or desire to preserve himself, does not

as such necessarily find the gods useful.

22.4. The Chorus list nine ways in which man's beivdxng is revealed:

(1) sailing, (2) farming, (3) hunting, (4) taming, (5) speaking, (6) thinking,

(7) daxwdjioi dqyai, (8) housing, (9) medicine. The first four have

to do with man's relation to non-men, the last five with his relation

to himself and other men. One is therefore inclined to say that self-

taught speech is central because it separates men from non-men. And

yet there are the gods and their evoqxog blxa. Oaths and prayers

prevent the hmiting of speech to man's hearing, and divine laws prevent

its limitation to man speaking with man. What, then, does the play

itself teach us about them? Leaving aside Creon's three vain oaths (184,

305, 758), we have the testimony of the guard, who suggests that

mortals should never swear, "for the afterthought belies one's
judgment"

42 For the meaning of dxptnoXig, see F. Sommer, op. cit., 174.
43 Cf. Arist. Politica 1328M1-3.
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(388-94). If a change in circumstances sanctions one's right to depart

from what one has sworn to, oaths could not be a way of ensuring

truthfulness, in which justice has so large a share (cf. Her. 1.138.1).44

The guard would thus unwittingly confirm the
Chorus'

attribution of

speech to man's own discovery (cf. 17.4), were it not that divine law,
to which Antigone appeals, contradicts it. But even apart from the

speech of the gods, which is divine law, one cannot forget that Tiresias

first suspects that Creon has violated divine law through hearing the

barbaric sound of birds (1001-2). The light-witted birds speak more

wisely than men. The Chorus do not recognize ornithroscopy or any

other kind of divination as showing the limits of man's unaided resource

fulness. The future is whoUy open to man as man (360-1). If speech,

then, is entirely a human invention, and oaths, prayers, and omens are

not ways of communication between gods and men, it remains mysterious

how the Chorus would unite man's inventiveness and divine law in the

city. The Chorus seem to take their actual coexistence in the city as a

proof of the moral neutrahty of man's inventiveness, despite the im

plication in their own description of it that denies it any such neutrality.

By starting from Creon's proof that the gods could not have buried

Polynices, the Chorus have drifted into a view that completely cuts off

the gods from men.

22.5.
Aeschylus'

Prometheus also lists nine discoveries as his own:

(1) housing, (2) astronomy, (3) numbers, (4) letters, (5) taming, (6)

sailing, (7) medicine, (8) divination, (9) metaUurgy (PV 450-504).45

The first stasimon most strikingly differs from this list by the absence in it

of anything above or below the earth: neither astronomy nor metaUurgy,

neither divination nor numbers. Apart from the slight penetration of the

earth that ploughing involves, the stasimon restricts man's beivdxng to

the surface of the earth. The different ways in which Prometheus and

the Chorus treat housing also point to the stasimon's dehberate exclusion of

xd ovqdvia. Prometheus says that men first lived in sunless caves,

and he taught them to buUd out in the open houses that face the sun;

the Chorus imply that men first lived under the open sky, exposed to

frost and rain, and men taught themselves how to avoid them, but

whether by building houses or retiring to caves is unclear. No light, natu

ral or artificial, Uluminates the horizontal plane on which man hves and

moves. Man's daring is exercised in a closed world. His daring is without

aspiration. There is no sense here of man's openness to things beyond

himself, only of the inabUity of things to resist man. One therefore

suspects that what permits the Chorus to regard man's daring as moraUy

neutral is, besides their sUence about what motivates it, just this closedness

of the human world. Man crosses the sea not to trade with, conquer, or

look at other men (cf. a3, Her. 3.139.1); he merely outbraves it, as

44 Cf S. Benardete, AGON 1967, 160-1.

45 Cf. S. Benardete, RhM 1964, 126-39.
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though he were at play with the elements. Like an engine idling, whose

gears have to be engaged before it does any work, man's daring has to be

seen in the perspective of the city and the gods before it moves toward

a good or evU end. Its terribleness is partly due no doubt to this idling;

but at the same time the Chorus have thereby drained it of its essential

recalcitrance to being harmonized with the city and the gods. Man is more

terrible than even the Chorus beheve.

22.6. The stasimon directly refers to man thrice, twice by name, and

once by the neuter demonstrative pronoun: as dvBqwnog there is nothing

more uncanny, as dvijq he is nsqicpqadrfg, and as xovxo he crosses the

sea and wears out the
earth.46 Neuter man, which exactly characterizes man

as artisan, stands furthest removed from man under the sway of Eros

(cf. 21. 1).47 Antigone, then, for aU her artlessness, shares something in

common with him (cf. 10.8). If the law that provokes her daring needs

the antigeneration of her name and nature, it must somehow be related

to the arts that make manifest man's daring, which equally rests on his

unerotic nature. How they are related one cannot now say; but the

Chorus are not as far off in their conjecture as to the character of the

culprit as they later imagine (cf. 23.1). The stasimon is relevant to

Antigone in more than a negative way.

22.7. The stasimon mentions gods thrice, twice by name, and once

coUectively and anonymously: Earth, Hades, Bewv evoqxog bixa. Earth

is the highest of the gods, Hades is the only god or thing from which man

cannot escape (note the triplet cpevyeiv, cpev^iv, cpvydg), and the gods

are those whose justice men swear by as a guarantee of their own. Both

men and gods in Homer swear by Earth, and men swear as weU by the

sun, rivers, and Zeus, and the gods by Ouranos, sea, and Styx ( r 276-

80, S 271-4, O 36-8). For the Chorus the sea is not divine, but merely
an obstacle to man; Earth, though divine, is continuaUy outraged by

man; and the sun and sky are conspicuous by their absence. Their ab

sence, moreover, seems to be deliberately referred to, for Earth is caUed

the highest of the gods, vneqxaxog first occurs in Hesiod: Zevg vipijUqefie-

xng, og vneqxaxa bw/iaxa valei (OD 8). Pindar invokes Zeus him

self as the highest in connection with his thunderbolts (O. 4.1); Euripides

has someone caU Eros the highest of aU gods (fr. 269.2); and Aristopha

nes has the birds caU Pisthetairos, once he has usurped
Zeus'

throne, the

highest of the gods (Av. 1765). It is not uncommon, however, for
"highest"

to have entirely lost its literal sense of above the earth;48 but

when combined with Earth this sense is incongruously restored to it. The

46 On xovxo see Schneidewin; P. Friedlander, Hermes 1934, 59.

47 Cf. L. Strauss, The City and Man, 95-6.

48 When vniQtaxog is not to be literally understood, the object it qualifies is

something the gods have raised to the top (cf. 684, 1138; Ph 402, 1347; OC 105).

Are we to understand that the gods hold Earth to be the highest?
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Chorus call the Earth highest, perhaps, as a result of an impossible com

promise between its true owner, Zeus, to whom the Chorus deny any limit

ing power overman, and its omission, the consequence ofwhichwould have
been that man as man has nothing to reverence or look up to. As

that is far too radical for the Chorus, they attribute the epithet to Earth,
the only god whose presence in the midst of men they believe cannot be

denied. Everything divine, which the stasimon's theme forbids the Chorus
to mention (in accordance with their brand of moderation [cf. 11.2]),
is compressed into the Earth. One has only to compare the second

strophe of the second stasimon to see what is properly highest, unaging,
and unwearied. Earth, in any case, is the only god who survives in the

dominion of horizontal man (cf. 46.7).

22.8. Earth as a goddess has so far perplexed our understanding of the

stasimon in two ways, both of which pertain to the difficulty of reconciling
the violation of the earth with the city, its oaths, and laws. There is,

moreover, a third difficulty around which the whole play revolves. The

stasimon acknowledges Hades as the only limit man cannot by any means

breach or bypass: immortality is not such a means. It cannot be acciden

tal, therefore, that the stasimon suggests that we put together man's

violation of the earth, to whose surface his daring is otherwise restricted,

with man's only limitation, which as a place is somewhere below the

earth (cf. 4.1). Its omission of mining now seems to be of some

importance (cf. 19.4).49 The whoUy inviolable part of the earth would

thus be Hades, whose masters are Plouton and Hecate (1199-1200); and

they in turn are the gods in whose custody the laws and customs of burial

reside (451). Not death in itself but Hades and his laws would constitute

the true limitation of man, for the death of individuals cannot prevent one

generation of men from passing on the fruits of its beivdxng to the next.

The human world is not as closed to the gods as the stasimon makes

out. The Chorus, however, are no more aware of this than they are of

the other difficulties Earth makes for them. They do not understand the

import of calling man a neuter this. They confusedly move from a class-

characteristic of man, limitlessness, to a limitation that though equaUy

universal applies to each man in a way that does not interfere with man's

limitlessness. The consequence of thus treating the class as an individual

is that nothing then stands between and hence connects the city and

man as man. The laws of the land (xBwv) are not in the
Chorus'

under

standing the laws of Earth (/a) , i.e., the laws of burial (cf. 382). Anti

gone therefore is a necessary corrective to the stasimon itself, for she

provides the sacred bond between the land and the earth. It is through

Hades that the particular and the universal come together.

22.9. In a way reminiscent of the parodos, which displayed various

degrees of personification (cf. 11.5), the play as a whole seems to give

For the impiety of mining see Pliny NH 33.1-3.
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an exhaustive hst of the ways in which the earth can be understood.

Of the twenty-one occurrences of yfj, xQ<*>v, x^Qa> ^e ^si refers to

the dead below the earth (24), the middle to earth as a goddess (338),

and the last to the tumulus of native soU Creon's servants erected for
Polynices'

remains (1203). Burial rites, in aUowing for the sense of

earth as stuff to coincide with that of earth as country, appears to be the

unifying core of earth's divergent meanings. Somewhere between the

earth (24, 65) and the earth's hard and unyielding surface, which

either the goddess Earth or the earth in itself comprehends, hes the city,

whether it be identified with the regime, the fatherland (the place

where one's ancestors are buried), or the possession of the gods (110,

113, 155, 187, 199, 287, 368, 518, 736, 739, 806, 937, 1162, 1163).

As the surface of the earth, moreover, no less than its depths, is linked

through dust with burial (247, 256, 409, 429, 602), the city and Hades

are never far apart. The roots of the city, however, do not aU reach to

Hades, for it is also founded on the violation of the earth; and only

this passage in the play aUudes to earth as the mother of aU growing things

(cf. 419, 1201-2). That the dead Eurydice can be caUed nap.pi'ijxwq of

Haemon's corpse (1282), though nafjtfirjxwq suggests the earth (Aesch.

PV 90), seems to point again to the same abstraction from what earth

primarily connotes. It is this abstraction, which is of a piece with the

ignoring of Ismene's existence (cf. 9.2), that allows Antigone as anti-

generation to represent the laws of earth and hence of the city.

22.10. Of the nine manifestations of man's beivdxng only the

seventh, dorvvd/j,oi dqyai, is not at once intelligible. What further

emphasizes its anomalousness is that aU the rest seem to be paired:

sailing-farming, hunting-taming, speakmg-thinking, housing-medicine. A

way to its meaning is given, however, if one contrasts speaking and
wind-

swift thinking with the dumb fishes (cf. A]. 1297) and light-witted birds

men capture. It would then stand opposed to the savagery of land animals

(Bnqwv dyqlwv eBvn) and would mean man's self-domestication, the

training of his temper without the aid of the gods. Such a self-limitation

for the sake of living together on the part of a being that otherwise

recognizes no limits the Chorus regard as uncanny; but this very claim

that civUity or decency results from man's own laws makes one think of

burial. The daxvvdfioi of Athens were charged with the task of seeing

to it that aU dung was dumped farther than ten stades from the city's waU;

and they themselves picked up anyone who died in the streets (Arist.

Ath. Pol. 50). One is thus reminded of
Heraclitus'

saying, vexveg ydq

xonqtwv exfiXnxdxeqoi (fr. 96). Even if a Socrates can laughingly agree

with this precept (cf. PI. Phaedo 115a3-5), the city does not treat corpses

as it treats dung; and the difference of treatment must he in the fact

that some laws and customs of decency are not self-taught. The Chorus

have simply not reflected on the connection between domestication and

piety, on the doxvvd/uoi Beot behind the doxwdjuoi dqyai, for they
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understand piety only when it has decayed into habit and "good
form."50

The original meaning of doiag Svexa altogether eludes them (cf. Eur.

IT 1461, Eubulus fr. 110.2, Ephippus fr. 15.4, Wyse at Isae. 7.38). They
therefore can caU Antigone, just after she has defended the divine law of

burial, savage and from a savage father (471-2).

22.11. The triad of cpBey/ia, cpqdvrjjua, and daxvvdfioi dqyai, which

man has taught himself, remind one of Creon's triad of ywxij, cpqdvn/j,a,

and yvw/urj, which only the exercise of pohtical rule can reveal

(cf. $ 12.4). The triads cannot be matched one-to-one, for Creon's

yvwpirj embraces the
Chorus'

cpBey/xa and cpqdvnfia whUe their daxvvd/uoi

dqyai is a partial combination of his rpvxrj and cpqdvnfta. The Chorus

thus expand what Creon regards as the easiest aspect of ruling, and they
contract into daxwd/ioi dqyai what Creon analyzes more carefuUy. For

the Chorus, man's boldness is extrapolitical and astonishingly sacrificed

in town life; for Creon, the courage of the ruler in abiding by the best

deliberations is the ultimate test of his exceUence. Creon, then, would

correctly assert that for knowing a man rule is indispensable, for man's

dqyai cannot be as mUd as the Chorus beheve. His dqyai must stUl

retain enough savagery to defend his country. He must value his country

more than his life. Despite the war that Thebes has just endured, and

perhaps even because of it, the Chorus do not reckon the ndXignaxqlg,

as opposed to the daxv, as constituting a part of man's beivdxng. They
place it aside as the haven of aU that is good and noble because they

faU to consider its connection with the soul, a connection that even

Creon somewhat understands.

22.12. The ordinary punctuation of line 360 makes navxondqog no

different from anoqog xxX ; but without the colon it says that man,

resourcefuUy resourceless, comes to nothing in the future (cf. El. 1000, fr.

871,
8).51 This is surely not what the Chorus mean, but as an unwitting

portrayal of Antigone it could not be bettered: completely artless, but infi

nitely resourceful, Antigone goes to death (cf . 9.3, 10.5). For the Chorus,

man's beivdxng consists in the gap between his daring and his apparent

limitations, before which daring these limitations coUapse. The one

limitation that is equaUy apparent and real is death; but Antigone shows

her navovqyla within the area that death seems to circumscribe for

itself. She does not show that it too is only apparent; she breaks only the

50 The
guards'

willingness to go through fire (tivq diigneiv) as a proof of

their innocence well illustrates (and perhaps is meant to illustrate) the original force

of a custom that later decayed into a manner of expression, as in Xen. Symp. 4.16:

did nvgog Uvai (cf. K. Latte, Heiliges Recht, 5-6, n. 2).

bi
in'

ovdiv sgxexai could be distinguished from inl ftrjdiv i. as meaning

that man comes to nothing of any account for all his resourcefulness, resourceless

as he ultimately is (cf. El 245, 1129); but it is not to be insisted upon (cf. Ai. 1231;

El 1166): xaxBavcbv di nag dvfjQ yfj xai oxld xo /irjdiv eis o-udiv qinei (Eur.

fr. 536).
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limits that Ismene thinks are insuperable: law, nature, and power (cf.

8.6). Antigone does not get around death, she sides with it against life.

Death is brought within the realm of the bvvaxd, though it seems to be

recalcitrant to exploitation, through the unwritten law. Antigone's devotion

to the law leads to her accepting the conditions of death itself: exel ydq

alel xelaofxai. Death is not the limit but the goal. If one thus misreads

the
Chorus'

meaning, one must face the question of why Antigone should

lurk behind a colon. What is the Chorus looking at when they pause

between navxondqog and anoqogl Man's flight from death results in his

daring confrontation with everything that threatens death. With his in

finite resources man expands the horizon of possibihty. He thus pushes

to the periphery what originaUy was at the center and puts off into the

future what remains right in front of him. The colon, then, between

navxondqog and anoqog is grounded in the displacement of the horizon

that man's artfulness has brought about. The
Chorus'

sUence represents

the barrier that man himself has made there, and before which the

Chorus stand in awe. Man's artfulness, however, does not exhaust his

daring, which necessarily precedes it, and which in itself does not have

to issue in it. Man's daring is not just moraUy neutral when it is art; it is

neutral to art as well. The
Chorus'

omission of the cause of man's daring

points to what it is before it has committed itself to art. The alternative to

such a commitment would be Antigone's to the divine law of burial, in

which there is not a displacement but a rearticulation of man's original

horizon, so that the domain of Hecate and Hades comes to occupy the

place of death and nothingness. As Antigone recovers the horizon that

the gods once imposed on man (cf. 456-7), man's daring as radical piety

turns out to be not only neutral but hostUe to art: art is the perversion of

man's original daring. Art is not at first moraUy neutral and then free

to choose the good or the bad; it is from the start unholy, and the

difference between its subsequent morahty and immorality is, strictly

speaking, illusory. Creon's mistake of identifying decree with law reflects

a necessary mistake of the city itself, for the city cannot dispense with

art; and therefore it must condone its essential unholiness whUe it

punishes the accidental manifestations of its misuse. The city must blink

in the glare that Antigone casts on this original compromise of the city.

Antigone, therefore, has to be replaced by Tiresias in order for the city

to forget once again what Antigone reminds it of (cf. 51).

22.13. The Chorus seem to enforce their punctuation of line 360

through the corresponding line in the antistrophe, where vtplnoXig stands

to navxondqog as anoXig to anoqog. The city is high if man weaves

into (naqelqwv) his artfulness his country's laws and the sworn-by justice

of the gods;
52 but there is no city for him if thanks to his daring he

52 This is the only possible meaning of the mss. reading, with xixvTl the easily

supplied antecedent for the nag- (cf. naQanXixco ), which is how Hermann

understood it; but it is difficult. The closest parallel I could find is PI. Lgs. 823a4-5:
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embraces the ignoble.53 The misreading, however, of line 360 suggests

that here too one should repunctuate the line to read that whoever out

of daring aUies himself with immorality, for him the city is high and

there is no city. This two-edged immorality looks like Antigone's. It

would consist in her daringly rerninding the city of one of its divine

sanctions at the same time and for the same reason that the city is of no

account to her (cf. 2.4). This characterization of Antigone remains true

even if one agrees with Antigone that what she does is noble (cf. 9.4), for

her morahty undermines the city no less than her immorality. As the gods,

moreover, are the source of Antigone's double relation to the city, one

is reminded of Creon's saying that the gods shook and set upright again

the city (cf. 12.2). The city uneasUy exists between the gods who

support it and the same gods who cannot sanction its unpurifiable impiety.

Just as Antigone, then, in herself nuUifies the
Chorus'

sUence between

navxondqog and anoqog, so Antigone and the gods nuUify their sUence

between viptnoXig and anoXig. But if one asks what the Chorus think

justifies their sUence between these two words, the answer can only

be a hope or prayer for man's submissiveness to the city:
jxfjx'

epiol

naqeaxiog yevoixo. When the Chorus caU Earth the highest of the

gods, it is not just a blunder but a necessary blunder, for the city must

rest on something outside of man; and if the city alone determines

the good and the noble, that something can only be Earth, whose ambiguity

as itself or one's country conceals the violence it suffers in becoming
one's own. The Chorus, then, are compelled to point to the crime of

the city in praising the city; and this in turn necessarily arises from

their mistake as to the character of the culprit. Their behef that only

man's artfulness can account for the success with which Creon's decree

was violated justifies the seeming irrelevance of the stasimon; but what

justifies its relevance is that this mistake of the Chorus is the city's

crime. Man's omnicompetence is man's criminality (navovqyia).

22.14. The Chorus end with the hope that the culprit not belong
to their own hearth; but their hearth is each one's separate hearth and

not some coUective hearth of the city. The private measures the depth

of their revulsion against a public crime. The culprit is automaticaUy

without a city, but he is not thereby automaticaUy without a hearth

shared with others. His isolation is only completed by a hope, a hope

Saa xaXd avxcp doxei xai [i^ xaXd elvat, vdfioig ifmenXey/iiva yodcpeiv (cf. Phdr.

244c1-2). It would be in accordance with the deiv6xr\g- theme that the Chorus

stress man's interlacing of art and law rather than man's obedience to law (ysgaiQav

or the like).

53 Bockh (237) does put tiylnoXig together with &noXig ("Auf des Staates
Hoh'

ist staatlos, wem das Edle ferm wohnt"), but only by taking nageiQcov as the

equivalent of nagafiatvcov ; he therefore does not recognize that his interpretation

is contrary to what the Chorus intend.
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that the Chorus employ to slide over the difference between the fanuly
and the city. If servants, relations, or friends of Antigone had comprised

the Chorus, the presence of the arrested Antigone, after the expression

of such a hope, would be poignant; but as it is, Antigone and the Chorus

have in common only their Theban citizenship (cf. 11.1). No one,

however, mentions the ndXig in the whole of the foUowing scene;

indeed, not untU Creon confronts Haemon does it recur (656).64

23 (376-83). 23.1.
Prometheus'

gifts of fire and the arts were

accompanied by his settling in men blind hopes, which deprived them

of seeing death as the fate in front of them (PV 248). The human

being who has no arts, is whoUy without hope, and sees death before

her is Antigone (cf. 3.2, 10.5, 10.8). Antigone is pre-Promethean

man. She thus stands outside of everything that the Chorus have just

mentioned to Ulustrate man's beivdxng and the Chorus acknowledge this

by calling her a baifidviov xeqag (one must reject Piatt's xd be), where

baifidviov fuUy restores to xeqag the "rehgious
nuance"

that aU

neuters in -ag originaUy
had.55 Antigone is a more than human

monstrum. Whenever xeqag refers to a living being and not an event,

either that being is monstrous in shape or origin (Io or Helen), i.e.,

composed of parts that do not belong together, or the gods are its

immediate source (cf. Tr. 1098, Aesch. Suppl. 570, Eur. Hel. 255-60,
Hipp. 1214, PI. Crat. 394d5). Antigone is the only nonvisibly monstrous

and whoUy human being that is ever caUed a xeqag. Why, then, do the

Chorus do it? Their association of daughter with father suggests that

her incestuous origin partly accounts for her monstrousness. She is,

besides, deivdv in herself, not through her success but her faUure in

breaking any of the apparent limits set for man. Man's cpqdvn/na was

for the Chorus an aspect of his beivdxng but now they are confronted

with Antigone's dcpqoovvn. It had not occurred to them that human

irrationality, which belongs to rationality as much as sUence does to

sound, could also be terrible (cf. 10.12, 21.1). In the guise of

irrationality the divine makes known its intrusion into the unlimited

world of the first stasimon. The gods are not an outer limit that always

recedes before man's daring; they are within even from the start. Human

transgression is as nothing compared with divine possession. The

particularizing xdbe is the
gods'

answer to the generalizing xovxo of the

Chorus. With her hot heart for cold things, her love of death, and her

antigeneration, Antigone shows that the union of the divine and the

human, which (the Chorus thought) the city harmonized, is essentiaUy

monstrous.

54 Cf. S. Benardete,
"Sophocles'

Oedipus
Tyrannus,"

in Ancients and Moderns

(ed. J. Cropsey), 3.

55 Cf. P. Chantraine, Formation des noms grecs, 422; E. Risch, Wortbildung der

homerischen Sprache, 80. daifidvwv xigag occurs in Bacchylides 16.35 (Snell)
of

Nessus'

gift to Deianeira.


